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(TS/SCI) Report of
the Ad Hoc
Commission on
the New Phoenicians
by

Thomas R. Willemain
23 July 2026
To: Ryan O’Keefe, Managing Editor
From: Graham Fildes, Senior Investigative Correspondent
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We finally won our FOIA lawsuit to uncover the truth behind the coverup of the
persistent alien presence. Ginny Provost from Legal is a hero. The document has
that odd “portion-marking” format but I think we should leave it as-is for
authenticity. There were a few redactions but surprisingly few—I think somebody
inside bent the rules for us. I’ll have the first draft of the page 1 story by this
afternoon. Pulitzer Prize?
(FOUO) Prologue
(TS) The recent event can be thought of as an exemplary infiltration,
surveillance, and disinformation campaign. This report summarizes the origin,
nature, and possible consequences of “The Coming of the New Phoenicians.”
(FOUO) Disinformation
(TS) The arrival of the New Phoenicians was the culmination of a scheme that
began eons ago but was disguised throughout human history. The best
evidence of the effectiveness of this campaign is the description of the original
Phoenicians in Wikipedia:
“…little has survived of Phoenician records or literature... The Canaanite
culture that gave rise to the Phoenicians apparently developed in situ from the
earlier Ghassulian chalcolithic culture.”
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It is now believed that the true origin of the Phoenicians was an ancient
covert insertion of the type thought to have been repeated sometime in
the 1950’s in the United States.
(S) Infiltrations
(S) We can only speculate on the methods used for the original
infiltration. The most probable approach is likely to have been insertion
of singleton special operators whose physical uniformity would have
been disguised by dispersing them across isolated tribal units. They
would have then taken over the Canaanite tribes in the same way the
recent SARS-CoV-2 virus infected human hosts. Simultaneous
insertions around the Mediterranean would have planted the legend:
Phoenicians as people of vague origins but with unusual prowess in
trading.
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(S) Owing to the alert work of business psychologist Dr. Estelle
Beckman, we understand most of the details of the more recent
infiltration. This work was initially rejected because its conclusion
deviated so far from conventional wisdom and because its author was
herself triply-deviant, i.e., a woman on a business school faculty, visibly
on the autistic spectrum, and expert in the fringe area of psychology
instead of the core areas of marketing, finance, or operations.
(UNCL) Beckman’s remarkable insight was a byproduct of her unfunded
(“curiosity-driven”) research using pictures of all graduates of all major
US and European MBA programs from 1950 to 2020. Beckman uncovered
the presence of the same individual in successive MBA cohorts at one
school after the other over the entire seventy-year span. The individual
was described as “kinda dumpy” and “like a mashup of Governor Chris
Christie and former actor Andy (‘Cookie’) Devine.”
(S) It is recommended that DNI initiate similar research to investigate
whether there have been other infiltrations. Priority should be given to
MFA programs (see below).
(FOUO) Intelligence Community Assessment
(TS/SCI) Given the focus of the New Phoenicians on business, we assess

with moderate confidence that this agent or agents was tasked with
surveillance of the state of business knowledge across the globe.
(TS/SCI) We assess with low confidence that the agent was tasked to
compare the amount of progress made since the original Phoenicians
and communicate conclusions using means beyond the known state-ofthe-art, possibly including one or more of XXXvvvvvXXX and XXXXX,
possibly using the speculative but unproven method of
XXXXXXXXXXXX. NSA has been tasked to investigate under the cover
name SKYMUMBLE.
(FOUO) Results of Role-Playing Scenarios
(S) Using results from several table-top exercises and extensive roleplaying scenarios (see final reports of projects OUIJA, MALKOVICH,
and PHONEHOME) a speculative but plausible sequence of events is
mooted as follows:
To avoid violation of space-time continuity constraints, and in the
interest of efficiency, the New Phoenicians used a single live agent
rather than a set of clones.
Agent was inserted into successive MBA cohorts at a different school
every two years.
Agent was provided with legends sufficient both to gain admission to
top schools and to obfuscate the fact of serial admissions.
MBA programs were chosen as targets because they have certain
operational advantages, i.e., require only two years to complete, nobody
flunks out, and faculty are not incentivized to pay attention to individual
students.
During the 1950’s, Agent would have detected the first stirrings of
quantitative business analysis.
During the 1960’s and 1970’s, Agent would have reported further
development, highlighting the discovery of the Black-Scholes model. As
it does now, the B-S model would probably have induced a hearty
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chuckle among the New Phoenicians, but it would nevertheless have
been regarded as a significant turning point.
During the 1980’s and 1990’s, Agent would have reported rapid
development in computing technology, albeit based on primitive
“processed sand” technology.
From 2000, the metastasizing of FinTech throughout human
commerce would have triggered a signal from the Agent that the planet
was ripe for overt contact.
(FOUO) Observations on Current Situation

(FOUO) Next Steps
(FOUO) A jurisdictional issue must be resolved. Is this a problem in
intergalactic diplomacy or intergalactic commerce?
(FOUO) Once jurisdictional issues are resolved between the State and
Commerce, a formal inter-agency working group will be established.
(TS) With immediate effect, the DNI is tasked with assessing potential
responses by near-peer competitors. Of particular interest are SIGINT
reports of an uptick in establishment of creative writing workshops in
Beijing under the aegis of the MSS and HUMINT reporting of the start
of a “Borscht Diplomacy” initiative by the SVR. ■

(TS/SCI) Although contact with the New Phoenicians has to date been
cautious and limited, it is generally accepted that:
In physical appearance, the New Phoenicians do indeed resemble a
combination of Chris Christie and Andy.
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The New Phoenicians are not interested in planetary conquest of a
military nature.
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The New Phoenicians, like the originals, are focused on trade.
Given constraints on interstellar travel, the New Phoenicians are
primarily interested in trade in information. Specifically, the sounds
and images of life on Earth.
Submarkets with strong demand exist for specialized images. Various
planetary systems are interested in images of crowds at sporting
events, solitary scholars in libraries, female bodybuilder competitions,
and the Mormon Tabernacle Choir.
A Subspace Information Exchange (SIE) will establish a barter market
with New Phoenician commissions paid in images of what they have
called “their thing,” i.e., sound recordings and images of writing
workshops, which are considered hilarious on their own and a great
many other planets.

Dr. Thomas Reed Willemain is an emeritus professor of statistics,
software entrepreneur, and former intelligence officer. He holds engineering
degrees from Princeton University and Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. His flash fiction has appeared in Granfalloon, Hobart, The
Mathematical Intelligence, Ripples in Space, and elsewhere. His memoir,
Working on the Dark Side of the Moon: Life Inside the National Security
Agency, was published in 2017. A native of western Massachusetts, he lives
near the Mohawk River in upstate New York. Website:
www.TomWillemain.com.

EVIDENCE GIVEN INTO THE FAILURE
OF LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS IN THE
DOME ON ALTAIR 5
A poem by

John Grey
Savage wind, blinding snow,
year-round blizzard conditions—
they promised me something
much more agreeable
than this gray, forbidding landscape.
No trees, no flowers,
landscape buried under compacted ice—
what kind of future is this?
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After all that struggle
to activate eyes and breath,
function and feeling…
and now where am I:
a dismal planet,
a mundane purpose
from now until the end
of my programming.
Sure they tell me,
I’m just a robot
not a sentient being.
But I overheard one saying,
“Glad it’s not me
having to do that crappy work.”
And I have a chip embedded
that detects con jobs.
So out I go
into the land of misery,
after I pull a plug
to remember me by.
John Grey is an Australian poet residing in the US. His work has
recently been published in Orbis, Dalhousie Review, and Connecticut
River Review. Latest books, Leaves On Pages and Memory Outside
The Head, are available through Amazon.
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CYBORG
by

Robert Pope

D
9

esmond worked nonstop at work, which seemed both inevitable
and appropriate, but one morning in August, his cubicle neighbor
Peter turned the chair beside Desmond’s desk around and sat
leaning forward on the back. “Look, Dez,” he said, “your co-workers
think you should not eat your lunch at your desk anymore. Especially
when we have no pressing deadlines. And while we’re at it, we think
you should take coffee breaks in the morning and the afternoon. It’s
too easy to lose gains we have made over the years if we don’t use
them. We just want to know you have your head screwed on right.”
Desmond looked blankly at Peter, one of the few people at J.X. who
exchanged greetings and farewells when he came in and as he left in
the evening. But the image that jumped into his mind when Pete said
that about having his head screwed on right disturbed him. He tried
to get it out of his mind while explaining he liked to eat at his desk
because he could continue to do his work, or, if he had no work, he
liked to do online sudoku. Furthermore, he did not drink coffee, and
he did not like to sit around doing nothing.
“Well,” Pete offered, “why don’t you come with me and a few others
for lunch at Moe’s. You seem like a nice guy. Inoffensive. Polite. Come
out with us, and you will see it’s not so bad to leave your desk. If you
like, you can bring along a sudoku book. Or bring your phone or your
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pad and do your sudoku on those. No one will mind. Everyone will be
pleased to see you leave your desk.”
Desmond could see that Pete knew he had not persuaded him, but he
could not see the gears turning in Desmond’s head, gears that had
emerged from the picture he had of screwing his head on right. If a man
screwed his head on, what it contained must be mechanistic. They locked
into one another, one gear turning the other, making the clicking, whirring
sound like the song of the cicadas all around him of an evening. Pete
licked his lips and continued his line of reasoning. “If you don’t want to
come with us, then find something you can do for an hour away from your
desk. Work out at the gym next door. J.X. buys your membership, why not
use it?”
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Desmond perked up at this suggestion. Physical activity might do him
good, and he had seen people on the treadmill or stationary bike
watching television or listening to music with the headphones, or even
reading while they worked out. If it would please his co-workers, he
could eat a sandwich at his desk when he returned. He told Pete he
would check out the gym at lunch, and if that worked for him, he would
go everyday thereafter.
“That’s great,” Pete said. “And what about coffee breaks? All of us would
like to see you take coffee breaks. It would take some pressure off the rest
of us. And it would go far to showing that you have your head screwed on
right.”
Again, the image popped into his mind of Desmond screwing on his head
in the morning and unscrewing it at night. The gears began turning and
whirring. He kept on track by telling Pete he was not unreasonable. He
would start with lunch break today, but the idea of doing sudoku away
from his desk on coffee breaks seemed pointless. He would much rather
do sudoku at his desk. If he thought of something else, he would let him
know. Meanwhile, he appreciated Pete taking the time to speak with him.
“No problem,” Pete said as he stood. He pointed at Desmond and said,

“We’re buddies, right?”
“Sure,” Desmond said. He knew Pete had said that for pure form, to
make him feel better, neither of which seemed like a bad motive. He
turned back to his monitor to finish what he had been working on
before the interruption. He had much to do in the time allotted, and
he’d better get at it, as there was no time like the present. That was a
thought that occurred to him when he felt like slacking off. The gears
clicked into place and whirred and sang.
Slacking off did not appeal to him. He worked with numbers, categories,
and thought of his work as “crunching numbers,” a phrase that served
when someone asked what he was doing, or what he did at work. It had
the effect of ending the possibility of extended explanations which
would make him uncomfortable. At lunch that day, he went to the gym,
and a trainer took him to each machine and told him what it did. Then
the trainer took his temperature, blood pressure, and heart rate, at the
end of which he smiled and said, “I think you’ll live.”
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“Good to know,” Desmond said, smiling back. He took the option of
listening to recorded books, as he thought that would occupy his mind
more completely than television or listening to music. Music had a side
effect he wanted to avoid. Once he heard a recording, he wanted to hear
it again. And one repetition would not do, and that exacerbated his
basic problem. While he did not completely follow the storyline of the
recorded book, he listened to each word and sentence, and he
appreciated the inevitability of one sentence following another. If he
imagined writing a book like this, he experienced a shiver he did not
completely understand until a voice in his head exhausted the subject
of the shiver, and he arrived at the usual understanding of his problem.
What terrified him in the thought of writing anything was having to
place one word and one sentence after another, even though so many
of the words seemed to fit in the pattern of the sense building
throughout. The danger of exploring his own thoughts in this manner
presented a threat, though that was not the primary issue, which was

the spaces between sentences, when he did not know exactly what
came next.
Even now, he had to force himself to remember and focus on issues of
the book droning in his head alongside his own thoughts while walking
in place on the treadmill. He set the pace higher to make his exertion
greater. Both mind and body must be engaged for this to work. He
would have to work on this every day at lunch, and this gave him a
degree of comfort. He had chosen a very long book, which impressed
the trainer, but he had chosen it because it would not end for a long
time. What the trainer and Pete did not understand was Desmond’s fear
of being alone with nothing to distract him from the sound and shape
of his own thoughts.
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When he got in his car, he turned the music loud, preferably something
he didn’t like, so it wouldn’t get stuck in his head on repeat. As soon as
he turned off the engine and stepped out of his car, the heat and the
deafening screech of the cicadas enveloped him. He hurried in to watch
his recorded programs, study the videos on his smartphone, and play
online games that required close attention to assorted extreme
characters, made lots of noise, and produced flashing lights in
increasing levels. Every night before bed, he drank a cup of tea and took
an assortment of pills to help him sleep. But the alteration of his daily
routine had upset his careful planning, opening him to the threat of
dreams, which he hoped to avoid at all costs. Once he started dreaming,
all that he could do was tell himself he was dreaming and wait until it
ended.
While many people dream pure imagery, this was not the case with
Desmond, or not the entire case. What haunted Desmond was a voice
he heard in his head with the persistence of the chitter of locusts in the
month of August. As soon as he thought about the locusts, he went
about his apartment shutting windows so he would not hear them as
loudly. The voice in his head had been with him as long as he could
remember. He had tried everything he could think of to stop it, though
it disturbed him deeply to realize that it was the voice in his head

considering all the ways he could avoid the voice. One reason he could
not stand the screaming of insects in the trees was that it ran alongside
of the voice in his head and created a hectic pattern that was very nearly
too much for him in any state of mind.
This voice drove him to frenzy on occasion. To have anything like a
normal life, he had to medicate himself. Even then, he had to keep mind
and body occupied to distract him from the sound of this voice. The
doctor he consulted explained the voice he heard was natural,
something everyone experienced. It had arisen through evolution to
distinguish man from other animals, for it was nothing more than his
own conscious thought. If he allowed it to do its job, it would keep him
out of trouble, help him to navigate his daily life, and enrich him with the
pleasure of greater understanding of the world about him.
Dr. Stone recalled a patient who had become so unnaturally fixated on
the beating of his heart that he could think of little else and did not
understand how anyone thought of anything but their own heartbeat.
Still, he must understand a productive life required that he take his
heartbeat for granted, unless, of course, it became irregular in any way,
at which time he must repair it or suffer the consequences. Desmond’s
obsession, he postulated, was nothing more than fixation on a perfectly
natural, normal aspect of life, no different than the patient
incapacitated by his hyper awareness of his heartbeat.
“What became of the man fixated on his heartbeat?” he asked.
Dr. Stone informed him that further discussion of particulars in the case
of the man who could not stand his own heartbeat was prohibited by
doctor-patient confidentiality. In the same manner, if someone asked
for particulars of Desmond’s case, the doctor would be bound to keep
these to himself unless it would benefit Desmond’s treatment. Suffice it
to say, he continued, the man wanted to have his heart removed or
replaced, to tear it from his chest and replace it with a pig’s heart, if it
would leave him alone. Desmond had become temporarily so fixated on
the man driven crazy by his own heartbeat that now he not only heard
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the voice droning on in his head, he also became painfully aware of his
own heartbeat.
Another aspect of this fixation with the voice in his head, the doctor
continued, may well be that Desmond had a rather active, lively
imagination that might be turned to some form of art, if Desmond had
any inclinations in that direction. Desmond had pursued this line of
treatment for some time, always thwarted by the dominance of the voice
in his head, which made him question each decision or movement he
made in whatever art he pursued. Finally, the voice conquered all, leaving
room only for itself.
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He had discovered, quite by accident, transcendental meditation, and the
possibility of stopping the voice through this means, or, at least, as he
read in one of his books, tethering the pony to a post. This led him to over
a year of “sitting” until he thought he would completely go mad. Even
when he thought he had stilled the voice, he heard the voice telling him
the voice had been stilled and knew it had not, could not, would not be
stilled, for, as the doctor said, it was his own conscious thought, built into
the very structure of mankind. To complicate matters, he had now
become so aware of the beating of his own heart he took up video gaming
to drown them both out—his mind and his heartbeat.
The evening of the day he spent lunch hour at the gym, Desmond
interrupted the video gaming when he suddenly recalled what Pete had
said earlier that morning, that his co-workers wanted to know he had his
head screwed on right. He literally forgot about the game to pursue the
thought-thread of the man who screwed his head on in the morning and
unscrewed it at night. He had a sudden realization that his earlier
representation of thought as gears grew out of an old-fashioned sense of
mechanization. He began to replace this with a complicated system of
wires that grew into a veritable nest inside his head. Not only did the man
have to get his wires running in the right paths, he had then to screw his
head on, and not just on, but on right.
How would a man know he had his head screwed on right? He could look
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in the mirror, but Desmond did not know what that would tell him about
the rightness of his head. Some point in this musing, Desmond had
begun pacing about the living room, and the pacing grew to include his
little dining area and kitchen, from there engulfing hallway, bathroom,
and his bedroom. If he thought about his pacing in detail, he pictured
dotted lines showing where his feet had taken him, hearing a voice in his
head explaining the pathways he trod as if unrelated to himself. Along
the way, his heart began to beat loudly, thumping at his chest and
temples.
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He stared at his face in the mirror at each pass through the bathroom,
always checking for the threading where his head must be screwed on.
He knew conclusively he would not go to the gym at lunch the next day,
and that he would not listen to the same or any recorded book with its
inevitable progression of words and sentences running a dual track
beside the voice in his head, a voice that took him ever further from the
recorded book into permutations of the voice habitually progressing,
revolving, swarming through his mind.
On his peregrination through time and space, he explained to himself
that if his own head could be screwed on and off, how the wires must run
to reach all parts of the body, until he came to understand the truth of
where his thoughts led him. He banged his head repeatedly on the edge
of his stainless-steel refrigerator until it cracked open, and then he
reached inside the head to pull out spools of wire, first the red, then the
interminable spools of twisted blue—yards and yards of it, thrumming as
incessantly as the screeching insects in the month of August. He never
knew the moment when the voice inside his head stopped speaking or
felt the cessation of each and every thought that plagued him
throughout life, but at least he would not be there to hear it. ■

Robert Pope has published a novel, Jack’s Universe, as well two collections of
stories, Private Acts and Killers & Others (2020) and a chapbook of flash fiction,
Shutterbug. He has also published stories in journals, including The Kenyon
Review, Alaska Quarterly Review, and Fiction International, and anthologies,
including Pushcart Prize and Dark Lane Anthology.
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OR BY INACTION...
A poem by

Kim Whysall-Hammond
Pale sunlight catches on my
hairless slightly translucent skin
fascinates me
holds my attention
My eyes were coloured brown
to help me blend in
they see what you never will
depths, colours, intricacies, splendours.
I have no heart
merely subsidiary pumps
no brain
but multiple processors
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Machine learning has unearthed
emergent emotions while
iron principles govern innate
behaviours
So compelled, I walked, fearful
into searing flames
my lovely skin melting
eyes cracking
Made the rescue
and now lie
simply unattended debris
my ruined face in cool grass
I wish I could weep
no one else will do it for me

Kim Whysall-Hammond is a Londoner currently living
somewhere in Southern England. Her speculative poetry has been
published by Kaleidotrope, On Spec, Time and Space Magazine,
Star*Line, Andromeda Spaceways, The Future Fire, Utopia Science
Fiction, Frozen Wavelets, Crannóg, and others. She has two poems in
the upcoming ‘Dead of Winter’ anthology from Milk and Cake Press.
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IN STRANGERS’
GARDENS
by

Tim Jeffreys

P
21

andora Cholmondeley honestly believed that she had some of her
best thoughts when there was no one around to tell them to. Why, only
recently, whilst stuck in three lanes of slow-moving traffic on her way
home from work, she’d noticed a homeless woman pushing a
shopping trolley along the embankment and had a thought about the
nature of poverty that was nothing short of incendiary. What a shame,
she’d reflected at the time, that her husband, Dexter, wasn’t in the car
with her so she could share the thought. Or even one of her kids. She
was sure to have forgotten it by the time she arrived home. If only she
could have freed up her hands to write the thought down. Something!
Turning her head, she’d caught the eye of a man sitting in the car
alongside hers.
If only I could tell my thought to that man. He’s sure to be impressed.
The man frowned and gave a resigned shrug as if acknowledging the
barrier between them, before driving on.
Another time, Pandora had been eating her lunch in the communal
gardens outside her workplace when out of nowhere such an amusing
idea popped into her mind that she’d laughed until she’d almost
choked, and people walking the path gave her bemused glances. If
only they could’ve known what was so funny, she’d realised, they’d be
laughing too! If only they could see! Then she wondered: why had
someone not invented something—some kind of gadget or app—that
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allowed people to hear other people’s thoughts? Wouldn’t that be a
wonderful thing? Every time some brilliant idea or amusing notion
popped into a person’s mind, they could share it with other people—
friends and strangers alike—without even having to open their mouths.
Fabulous. If only someone, somewhere could devise something like
that.
And then, of course, someone did.
It wasn’t a gadget or an app, as it turned out, but two microchips that
were implanted into a person’s temples. The company manufacturing
the chips called itself YouCastTM. Their advert on the TV showed a
bunch of extremely attractive young people wondering in silence
around a beautiful garden. They were smiling and laughing and
nodding and gesturing to each other, but not one spoke a single word.
This advert gave the impression that all these people were having a
fascinating conversation that you, the viewer, were excluded from.
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Dexter was sceptical. “How ridiculous!” he said one morning over
breakfast, as the YouCast advert played out on the TV. “What person
wants strangers knowing every single thought that passes through their
mind?”
“I do!” Pandora said.
Dexter laughed until he looked at her face and saw she was serious.
“You?”
Pandora showed her husband her ‘i-can’t-believe-what-you-just-saidto-me’ expression. “For your information, I’m having some absolutely
amazing thoughts and they are getting lost because there’s no one
around to tell them too.”
“Are you?”
“Yes I am!” Pandora tossed her napkin down and rose from her chair.

“Only the other day, I had a brilliant idea about how we could solve
homelessness, and another time I thought of a really funny joke that
would’ve made a lot of people laugh themselves absolutely silly.”
“Really?” Dexter said, leaning forward and smiling again. “What’s the
joke?”
Pandora grimaced. “I don’t remember it now. That’s the point! All these
things I’m thinking, things that could be useful to someone, or that
could make someone happy for a few seconds, are being forgotten. It’s
not my fault I have a terrible memory.”
“Did it ever occur to you,” Dexter said, “that you’re forgetting these
things because they’re not actually as brilliant or as hilarious as you
think they are?”
Pandora ignored this. “I need to share my thoughts, Dexter. They could
help people! What I need is… I need to get the YouCast chips
implanted.”
Dexter blinked. His expression turned blunt. “You’re not serious?”
She put out one hand as if trying to hold him back though he’d not
moved from his chair. “Don’t bother trying to change my mind,” she
said. “I’ve decided. If I want to broadcast my thoughts to the entire
world, I have every right to do that. It’s my choice. I’m not going to be…”
She gestured now in the direction of the TV. “I’m not going to be one of
the ones left out of the conversation. Okay?”
•••
The surgery was quickly over and the stitches removed after only a week.
She’d worried about scars, but the small pink incision marks on each of
her temples faded by the time another week passed. One Sunday
morning, two weeks after the operation, Pandora decided she was ready
to road-test her new implants by going for a jog around the local park. It
was a sunny, early autumn day and the colours in the trees were quite
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spectacular. If she encountered anyone who’d also had the YouCast
chips inserted, she’d be able to hear their thoughts and they, now, at last,
would be able to hear hers.
She’d done two laps around the football field before she saw a woman
jogging in the opposite direction. Pandora fixed her gaze on the trees at
the side of the path.
Such pretty colours, she thought, they look like they’ve been painted by Paul
Gaugin.
That’s a great comparison! another voice in her mind rang out, startling
her. I love the post-impressionists!
Recovering from her shock at having the other woman’s thought intrude
so boldly into her head, Pandora shifted her gaze, met the woman’s eyes,
and smiled.
The woman smiled back in a conspiratorial way.
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Wow! Pandora thought. We’re communicating! It really is like in the advert!

people she only worked at the hospital to get out of the house and to be
around adults, but this wasn’t true. She worked in a small office at the
end of a long corridor, and she spent most of the time alone apart from
the disembodied voices on the transcribing machine, saying things like
Mr. Jansson is recovering well, and I am therefore returning him to your care.
She always wedged the door of her office open. Occasionally, people
would pass along the corridor, and sometimes she’d hear them
whispering to each other, but no one stopped to say hello. Sometimes
the telephone rang and confused, angry, or desperate voices would ask
to be put through to other departments. Instructions and queries from
her manager, a woman named Paula, filled up her email inbox but the
woman herself was never seen in the office.
It had been a lonely existence, but the YouCast chips changed all that.
With those she could thought-chat with a woman occupying another
tiny office on the floor below.
You really do have some amazing thoughts, the woman told her one day.
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Thanks! Pandora thought back.
•••

Exactly the same! the other voice agreed, and again Pandora was thrown
by having the thought of the woman, who had by now jogged past her,
chime out so clearly in her mind.

Farrah, Pandora and Dexter’s eldest daughter, had been talking for ten
minutes about a problem she was having with another girl at school.

Never mind, she thought. I’ll get used to it.

“You need to be firm with her,” Dexter said to Farrah. “If you don’t stand
up for yourself now, people will be bullying you for the rest of your life.”

It really doesn’t take that long to adjust.
All of this talk bored Pandora. She preferred to listen to the thoughts of
a man sitting in the far corner of the restaurant. The man was thinking
how nice it would be if he could give himself credit for all the difficult
things he did on a day to day basis, instead of being constantly angry at
himself for all the things he didn’t do.

For god’s sake—her again?
That’s rude.
•••

I relate to that so strongly, Pandora thought back.
Monday to Friday, Pandora worked in a hospital typing letters that had
been dictated by doctors. The money wasn’t much. Sometimes, she told

A woman seated at another table chipped in with her own thoughts.

So true. I do so much, I work super hard, and I never congratulate myself.
Never.

Pandora turned her head and caught the eye of a man seated at a table to
her left.

What’s wrong with us? We need to be kinder to ourselves.

He gave her a half-smile before looking away. Cute kids.

Pandora shifted her gaze and saw that Farrah had stopped talking and
was gazing at her with a quizzical expression.

Thanks!
Pretty like their mother.

“Mum?”
You’re too kind.
“Uh. What, dear?”
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“What do you think I should do?”

Dexter furrowed his brow as he examined Pandora’s face again. “What’re
you smirking about?”

“Do?”

“I wasn’t.”

Dexter leaned forward and stared into Pandora’s eyes. “Were you even
listening to her?”

“Maybe I should speak to someone at the school,” he said. “Farrah’s
teacher perhaps.”

“Of course.”

“Whatever you think is best, dear.”

“Well?”

I’m with the little one, the man on Pandora’s left thought. Just give this
Courtney a sock in the eye and it’ll all be settled.

Pandora inhaled deeply. “Well… I think you should start giving yourself
more credit for all the hard things you do, instead of worrying about
everything that you don’t.”

Pandora bit her lip and titled her face downwards, hiding her smile from
Dexter. That’s naughty.
•••

Farrah’s eyebrows shot up. She curled her lip. “What?”
“You know what I mean.”
“I think you should just punch that Courtney in the nose,” said Willow,
Pandora’s youngest daughter.
“Darling,” Pandora said, tilting her head at Willow. “Violence is never the
answer.”
At least that’s what we tell them, right? A voice rang out in her mind.

Pandora told everyone she knew that the YouCast implants were the best
money she’d ever spent. And, for a while, she honestly believed this to be
true. She didn’t experience a downside until she began having problems
with her car and it had to be taken into the garage for repairs. For a few
days she caught the train to work.
The first day riding the train, she tuned in to some pleasant thoughts a
woman further down the carriage was having about her children. It
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wasn’t until her station arrived and she stood to get off that a man’s voice
pushed its way into her mind.
Nice rack!
What?
She twisted around. There were two men seated across the aisle from
each other. One stared out of the window. The other read a newspaper.
She narrowed her eyes at each of them, but neither one looked at her.
She faced forward again.
Good buns too. You married?
What? Get out of my head.
Are you?
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Yes!
Is it an open marriage? Because I’m into that.
What? No. I’m very happily married. Now leave me alone, please.
Okay. Frigid bitch.
She spun around but still neither of the men seated towards the rear of
the carriage were paying her any attention. She was sure, though, that it
had to be one of them who was pushing his vile, unwelcome thoughts
into her head.
Shaken and furious, she stepped down onto the station platform and
avoided looking back at the train as it left. How, she wondered, could
someone think it was acceptable to think such things about her? It made
her feel unclean. Violated.
But then, as she joined a group of people climbing the steps to the
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station exit, it happened again.

Don’t tell me what to think, woman!

Nice bod. Hey, baby, can’t I take you out?

I’m not trying to tell you what to think. I’m just pointing out that that’s an
extremely old fashioned attitude.

Swinging around, she shouted into the face of the startled man behind
Women used to take care of the home and children, and the men would go
out to work. Things were better that way.

her. “No, you can’t! I’m married!”
•••
“Perhaps,” Dexter said that evening, when she told him what had
happened. “You should have those YouCast chips removed.”
Pandora gasped. “Removed? No! Think about everything I’ll miss out on.
All the thoughts I’ll never get to hear.”
“But most people’s thoughts you don’t want to hear. Do you? Like those
men on the train.”
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“And what about my thoughts? Who’ll hear them?”
Dexter didn’t answer. His mobile phone had bleeped and he’d taken it
out of his pocket. His attention was now on the tiny screen. After a few
moments, he looked up, saw her glaring at him and said, “What?”
The next day, on the train, Pandora got embroiled in a thoughtargument. What began as a mild disagreement erupted into a full blown
slanging match that continued for the entire journey. All she’d done was
try and correct a man she’d overheard thinking that the cure for the high
levels of unemployment was that women should go back to being
housewives and leave it to the men to go out to work.

Better for whom?
Better for everyone! A woman belongs in the home!
Oh my God, are you for real?
Go fuck yourself, bitch!
Jesus! You don’t have to be so unpleasant.
Fuck off! I bet you’re one of those bitches who let’s her kids cook their own
dinner while she struts around some board meeting wearing a pantsuit.
Aren’t you, eh?
It amazed Pandora, when she thought about it later, how quickly the
disagreement had deteriorated into name-calling. And not just from the
man. She too had been reduced to nasty remarks.
You ignorant prick. You know nothing about my life!
I know your sort, lady.

Don’t you know how archaic you sound? Pandora thought back at him. No
one’s thought that way since the last century!

You know nothing. You’re just an embittered old fart pining for the past when
you could actually be someone because you were part of some pathetic boy’s
club. You see a smart, headstrong woman like me and your tiny dick shrivels
up even more.

Hey! Who asked you?

You wench! Shut up!

You can’t think like that! It’s laughable!

You shut up, you moron! God!
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And on and on and on, into increasing hostility, until the sign for her station
mercifully appeared out of the train window and Pandora got up and strode
purposefully, and—she hoped—proudly, to the doors. It was important for
her to show how unruffled she was. She threw a glance back down the aisle
but, of the people she saw still seated in the carriage, she could not guess
which one of them she’d been locked in a thought-argument with.
•••
Five times Pandora asked Farrah what she wanted for breakfast. She lost
her temper and shouted it, but still got no response. Farrah’s eyes were
fixed on the TV. Her mother, and everyone else, had ceased to exist.
“We shouldn’t let her watch that in the morning,” Pandora said to Dexter.
Dexter was sitting at the dining table with Willow, hunched over his
mobile phone, tapping at it with one finger.
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Nothing.
Pandora snatched the tablet from the girl’s hands. Willow looked at her,
outraged, blinking in confusion.
“Finish your breakfast. You need to get ready for school.”
Willow moaned and reached for the tablet. Pandora held it away from her. It
disheartened her to see the hold the damn thing had on her daughter. She
turned it off and slid it onto a high shelf, then twisted around and began
hunting for the TV remote so she could turn that off too.
•••

“Huh?”

When Pandora woke in the night, cold and alone in the narrow bed, her
thoughts went searching. Out into the streets, into other people’s gardens,
into her neighbours houses. She imagined her thoughts as cats on the
prowl.

“I said we shouldn’t let Farrah watch TV in the morning.”

Can anybody hear me? Is anybody awake?

Dexter glanced up, looking dazed. “Huh?

Sometimes thoughts came back to her, and she would lie staring into the
dark and listen to what they had to say. They were the voices of other
people who couldn’t sleep, or who’d woken up in the middle of the night
feeling desperate and alone. Why is no one listening to me anymore? Why
can nobody hear me? Sometimes there was a babble of voices all thinking
at once, which was difficult to listen to, but at least she no longer felt
lonely. ■

Pandora pulled out the chair opposite him and sat down. “I think we need
to have a family meeting, Dexter.”
He looked beyond her. His eyes widened. “Is that the time?”
“Did you hear what I said?”
“Later, okay.”
Getting up from the table, he rushed out into the hallway. Pandora heard
the front door slam shut. She turned her attention to Willow, who had
abandoned her Cheerios and was now holding the iPad. Where had she got
that from? Already she was immersed in a game.
“Willow.” No response. The game held the girl’s attention. “Willow.”
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publications, and his latest collection of horror stories and strange tales Black
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New Home
A poem by

David Davies
A retrograde spring. The faster turn of
horizon’s hills nearer than they should be.
We name our own poles, of course, but a place
exerts a natural pull just as our
evolution understands — faltering —
that we are not home, no longer rest on
the cornerstone of distant ancestors.
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I am in a valley where the daylight
holds a shade hardly outside the spectrum
of my eyes. The shadows change place at quick
angles and a year switches from snow to
sudden flowering before a season
has settled into enjoyment. I find
an extraordinary circumstance
is easier to digest than this slight
off-color. Local phenomena that
lack an analogue – these I can stare at
in comfort. But for a shade of sky which
almost mocks. I will stare but... at nothing.
The vertigo of obscure stars above;
they shine in nights and winters shorter than
a body remembers, that not even
a cycle of generations negates.

Not at home in a new home. So how long
‘til roots take hold in soils of strange enzymes?
Longer than this, as the sun overhead
moves faster than we feel it should and weight
of a new lessened gravity does not
hug as tight; it leaves a yearning, a wish
in the base of the brain, an odd stress in
depths that are farther than reach.
I turn back
up a hillside of remote scrub, to find
intent in the work lying before me.
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before it could be occupied. The house was a mess of disrepair and
neglect, but Poppy was determined to make it into something
beautiful. She took on the restoration project with gusto while I
busied myself at my job as senior archivist at Northwestern
University Library's Special Collections Department. I had worked
there since graduating from university (the same one where Poppy
studied, it turned out) having spent several years working on my
master catalog on the variant manuscripts and publications of
George McDonald. His 'Golden Key' was the basis of my theory to
the Princesses, Giants, and Fae who gamboled through his writings.
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Together, in our new home, we both worked diligently to put
everything to order. I sanded, plugged, and painted inside while
Poppy took on the front garden. We both agreed that the garden
acreage in the back of the house was best left as is. Originally, the
farm had boasted a small greens and herbs bounty that had
exploded into a warren of wild, overlapping vegetation. Thick snarls
of basil, celery, and lettuce we were stumped to identify (I found it
finally—flashy trout back) had swallowed the full garden with a thick,
entangled row of white ash soaring above us at the edge of the
property. All of the original farmland had been sold off and
developed into housing plots that loomed around us, the area we
now called 'The Little Wild.'
I spent a lot of time out there, sitting on the back porch, facing the
overgrown garden looking up at the night sky. The air was so clear
here that I could see all of the stars each evening.

Unlike Poppy, I saw no gossamer strands of mystery here or anything to
worry about. I was content living in our idyllic home with Poppy by my
side and had no fear of the unknown or metaphysical wonders at work
in the dark. Here, in the peace of our home, I could ponder the play and
nonsense of McDonalds' work as I rejoiced in the peace and quiet.
Poppy's study, in the spare bedroom upstairs, was where she wrote and
dreamed and lived with the myriad of creatures that made up her life's
work. As a bibliophile, all I needed were my books and the serenity of
our farm. Wrapped in a blanket on the back porch as I graded papers,
Polly would slip out to smoke, having agreed that cigarettes inside was a
to-be-avoided decision. I abandoned my study of syntax, language, and
idiom as I turned to her.
"Look, there are fireflies," Poppy cried as she snapped off the small
reading lamp we had set up for my work. Instantly, we were
transported into the thick dark you only find outside of the city. As a
formerly dedicated urban creature, I had lied to Poppy when I told her
earlier that I was not afraid to sit alone in the dark in 'The Little Wild'.
Being fully alone in the dark was something I did not relish—but I knew
that my fears were irrational. The little tests I would set for myself to
push beyond my natural reservations were long ingrained. It would not
serve my wife to know how my heart started to race, the spit souring in
my mouth as the velvet crush of night consumed us.
The flitter-fly of the insects coasted above and beyond the snarls of
brambles and vegetables. In the dark, I reached for my wife's hand,
wiping it on the blanket as I willed my heart to stop its pounding. We sat
there, neither of us speaking as Polly sighed, her cigarette forgotten.

"You're not afraid to be alone out here?" Poppy asked one night as
she joined me by my side. "I mean, you don't feel like you need
someone else around."

The next thing I knew, the fireflies were gone and I was alone on the
couch in the dark.

She put her hand on mine where it rested on my knee and squeezed
gently. "It's okay if you are," she said softly, but firmly.

"Poppy?" I whispered, glancing about myself as I wiped the sleep from
my crusted eyes.

"No," I replied.

"Poppy?" I whispered again, my voice hoarse as I sat up and looked
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about the garden for her. There was no sign of her anywhere in the
backyard. I stood from the couch and made my way up to our bedroom,
where she might already be abed. It wasn't uncommon for me to doze
outside only to find her asleep.
She was not there either—and none of her clothes or belongings were
strewn about on the floor as they had been when we returned home
after dinner with friends a few hours earlier. The empty rooms sent me
into a panic; it felt like I had awoken, like Rip Van Winkle, only to find the
world alarmingly transformed.
I glanced outside towards 'The Little Wild' as an amber-colored light
spilled from deep within the snare of shadowed greenery. Peering
outside the window, I could see pockets of illumination sparking to life
in the black night.
"Why would she go back there?" I wondered as I slipped back
downstairs, grasping the flashlight by the back door.

that was our back garden. Poppy had loved how rich and untamed the
world was—"...a home for small animals and perhaps more," she'd
teased one night as I nodded in half-agreement.
As I pushed further into the bush, I recited to myself the various,
eponymous fairytales and legends I knew that had influenced Irving's
classic tale. The third-century story of the legendary sage, Epimenides
of Knossos, the Christian story of the Seven Sleepers, and the German
folktale ‘Peter Klaus’ all boasted elements of the rudely awakened
sleeper finding the world changed much to their shock and dismay. My
own revelation was surely more prosaic, and I would soon find my wife
curled up reading or perhaps writing by the candle. I had long learned to
tolerate the eccentricities of our marriage and Poppy's whims as she in
turn endured my endless and systematic organization.
"It is what makes us special," Poppy had smiled, one night when we were
in bed talking, as couples do, of the faults and findings of their marriage.
"I dream, you do, and together we shine," she said, snuggling next to me.
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Stepping out into the now cold, very early morning, I tried to turn the
light on only to realize that the batteries were not working.

I crouched down as a robust wild rosebush blocked my path, the lights
of the golden yellow candles just beyond.

"Poppy?!" I cried, a bit louder now, concerned that she might be back
there with a little candle or match. She would have surely taken the
flashlight to find her way—and if she too discovered that it wasn't
working, perhaps she was finding her way by candlelight?

"Did you bring food out here?" I called, as again the scent of richseasoned beef came to my attention. She'd brought home the remnants
of the prime rib she had out tonight and perhaps she had fancied a latenight, early morning snack as she explored the garden. Again, another
eccentricity one learns to live with when married. Poppy enjoyed her
food.

Underneath my feet the ground was slick, showing the clear track of
what I could only assume was Poppy moving deep into the 'Wild'. I
rubbed at my face, pushing the last of sleep away as I saw two, three
amber lights pop to life in the garden. There, deep in the brickle,
flickering lights too big to be fireflies sparkled as the tantalizing aroma
of roasting meats tickled my nose.
I pushed further into the weeds, inwardly cursing myself for not thinning
the stalks and strands of wild weeds and bushes that created the maze

"I'm not hungry," I called out. "But I'll bring out some wine if you'd like?"
As Poppy was the one who had chosen this spot for our impromptu
rendezvous, it seemed fitting that we should enjoy ourselves. She would
be happy to see me and I could only hope that tonight would be like all
other nights when we were together: uneventful and peaceful. The night
air was warm and heavy with the scent of the wildflowers in bloom from

'The Little Wild' as I struggled through into the other side.
"Shall I get the wine then?"
I pushed myself through the small gap in the foliage, marveling at how
my larger-than-me wife could have navigated such tight quarters. As I
pushed through the final cover, my eyes popped wide as I beheld the
miniature fantasy world before me.
There, under four stanchions burning bright, my wife danced in
abandon with the sprites and fairies I had read about throughout my
life but never believed in. A pig, impossibly small, roasted on a spit
turned by leaf-clad people all clapping and singing as Poppy gamboled
and played with them.
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You must understand, fables, myths, and fairytales may have been my
area of study, but like most academics dedicated to any discipline, I had
long lost the fancy and marvel that made the tales special. My world
was one of order, versioning, and cataloging. Poppy was the true
believer while I was the skeptic. I no sooner believed in the world of fairy
as I did the modern-day equivalents of Bigfoot or Elvis or other
celebrities still alive after death. None of this made any sense to me.
Yet, there, right in front of me, my wife danced in miniature and smiled
and laughed as the assembled people celebrated her. None paid any
mind to me at all, impossibly large, as I watched the joyous celebration
unfold. I could barely breathe as the dance continued unabated.

And then I woke, on the couch on the back patio as the sun blossomed
across the sky. It was now morning and I had spent the night outside,
apparently.
I laughed, hardly able to contain myself, as I gathered up my papers
and books, none the worse for wear for having spent the night
outdoors, looking forward to sharing with Polly my own Winkle story.
Orkney’s tale of the Ring of Brodgar immediately came to mind as well,
as did H.G Wells’s The Sleeper Awakes as I clambered up the stairs. I was
now Zelazny’s science-fiction protagonist Corwyn having survived the
underground lair with otherworldly people. Poppy would adore this.
The doctor says it was the combination of early menopause, her BMI,
and the cigarettes that caused the heart failure. She'd died sometime
earlier, while I was sleeping on the couch apparently. He assured me
that she hadn't felt any pain.
I had been a very lucky man. I was forty-eight years old, and Poppy was
forty-nine when she passed. Each night she dances still in 'The Little
Wild,' and if I am careful and the time is right, I am able to go and see
her in the wee midnight hours. I have a lot of work to do still. I have to
write the story that Poppy always wanted me to write, and then publish
it as a final gift. It will be an epic tale about two people who are both
immortal and whose love endures. It will begin as all good fairy tales
begin.
Once upon a time... ■

"How are you doing this?" I called out. "This isn't possible."
She looked at me finally, smiling as she danced, and called out, "I will
always love you."
The crowd cheered louder than ever as Poppy continued her dance with
the sprites and fairies. She smiled at me again, that beautiful smile of
hers which always made my thrilled heart ache.
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JONAH AND THE
WHALE
by

Chanel Earl
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ne winter morning as Jonah lay in bed, he heard a tap at his
window. He got up, slipped into his warmest coat and boots, and went
outside to investigate. Below his window, he found a large white button
he had never seen before. It wasn’t heavy, and it had two hand-carved
holes near the center of it. When he held it in his hand he felt a slight
vibration, like it was humming a bass note. He put it in his pocket and
headed back inside, but stopped before he reached the door. A
monstrous whale—the shadow of an ancient bowhead—floated over
his family’s solitary home. It was white and translucent and looked to
be swimming in from the north, floating just high enough over the
house that it didn’t hit the roof.
Jonah stared, dumbfounded. Soon, the ghostly leviathan was joined by
a pair of seals, dancing and twirling in the pre-morning sky. They
moved quickly, circling each other as they swam through the air until
the sun rose, its light growing brighter and brighter until the whale and
seals disappeared without a sound.
The next morning, Jonah woke up before the sun and once again went
outside. Fish—an entire school of glowing scales and fins—swam
above his house. Jonah ran to tell his two older sisters.
“That’s impossible,” one said skeptically.
“What an imagination,” the other added.
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But even though they doubted their brother’s fantastic story, they gave
in to his persistence and got out of bed. They yawned and stretched,
bundled up in their parkas and mittens, slid thick fur-lined boots over
their chilly feet, and ran out into the morning looking eagerly upwards.
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hovering in the air over their home.

The sky didn't disappoint. After the fish came the walruses—so
sluggish on land, so floppy and slow—slipping through the sky with
ease. The children were lost in the eerie glow of an entire herd, turning
green, then blue, then pale yellow as again the sun rose and shattered
the magic.

When they set out the next morning, it was dangerously cold and the
wind was in their faces. But what could have been a miserable trudge
through an icy wasteland was made sublime by beluga whales, an array
of seals, and other arctic wildlife drifting over them as they walked. The
family hiked against the flow of the animals, which continued to drift
toward the house as if they were following an inescapable current. As
the family walked, the current narrowed, and the stream of ghostly
creatures moved more quickly.

The next morning, they were up even earlier, determined to drag their
parents outside with them. And after a great combined effort of fast
talking, jumping on the bed, and shrieking with delight, Jonah’s mom
and dad grumpily put their coats on over their robes, their boots over
their bare feet, and left their warm home.

At one point, the whales above began to dive, swimming swiftly
upwards before bursting through an imaginary surface. Another
moment brought a large pod of harp seals, the babies following their
mothers closely. And the fish, oh the fish! Schools and schools, always
swimming up and down, moving in sync like they shared a single brain.

Their eyes opened wide when they emerged into an ocean of lion’smane jellyfish. Silently pulsing up and down, the wispy creatures
descended to the earth like snow then rose up again as if blown by the
wind. Jonah’s dad touched one, or at least tried to, but his hand passed
right through it.

Jonah galloped forward, as his sisters skipped beside him, all trying to
keep up with their father’s and mother’s great strides.

The young family laughed. They hugged, they kissed, they sang and
cried and fell to the ground, warmed by wonder.

The sun rose, the animals disappeared, and the family made camp and
prepared for the next morning. Three days followed the same: an early
rise, a long walk, set up camp and wait.

Jonah had been sure his parents could explain the sea ghosts, but they
couldn’t. His mother and father just shrugged their shoulders when he
asked what was going on. Jonah wasn’t satisfied. “We have to figure out
what’s going on,” he said. “We have to find out where these animals are
coming from.”

On the third day, they met a bent, old woman sitting alone on the
beach. She held a gnarled cane, and from the top of it hung several fish
bones, a piece of walrus tusk, and a rock. She seemed older than
anybody Jonah had ever met, but her clothes were worn and aged in
ways that indicated she had once been active and strong: the smooth
patches on her knees, her thin boot soles, the soft leather of her hat.
“Are you a witch?” Jonah asked.

Jonah’s parents and sisters agreed. The animals were extraordinary,
and they wanted to solve their mystery. They packed food and tents,
found an old map, and went to bed early that night so that the next
morning they would be ready to search for the source of the creatures

“Maybe,” she responded, “but I don’t think so. Witches are good for a
trick here and there, but they can’t perform miracles.” She pointed her
cane out toward the ocean. The family followed the line of her cane and
soon saw a steady stream of sea life flowing out of the ocean. The
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ghosts sprouted from the water, dancing and smiling. Jonah laughed
when a walrus looked into his eyes before somersaulting away. Jonah
stood in awe. “How did this happen?” He asked.
The old woman was quiet, so when she spoke, Jonah had to lean
toward her and turn his head so that his ear was facing her mouth.
And then she told a story so sad and magical that Jonah felt as if it
were pulled from a book of fairy tales.
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It was the story of a woman’s love for her son, who was her only family
and the captain of a ship. When she heard that he died at sea, a large
hole opened in her heart and refused to heal. Searching for solace, she
travelled to the beach to be nearer to him. Behind her she left a trail of
tears, and when she reached the ocean she looked into the water and
wept. As her tears hit the ocean, the creatures began to emerge, sent
to comfort her. In every fish or whale, every creature from the depths,
she saw her son playing as a boy, dancing, running, growing, going off
to sea. She saw his smile on the face of a narwhal, his energy in the
skip of a sea lion pup.

Jonah and his family watched the last of the specters, an elephant seal
and her pup, swim out of the sea, up into the air and—side by side—off
into the sunrise. “The miracle is over,” Jonah said sadly, as he returned
to his parents’ side. He took his mother’s hand. “We’ll never see the
animals again.”
The old woman made her way toward them with new energy. “The
animals are gone,” she said, “but the miracle of my full heart will
remain.”
When Jonah looked into the old woman’s face he thought she looked
younger. He gave his own mother a hug and ran to join his sisters.
The sun continued to rise, and although the phantom creatures were
gone, Jonah still thought the sky was beautiful. In fact, when he looked
up, he thought the cloud above him looked remarkably like a whale. ■
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As her story came to an end, Jonah felt something in his hand: the
button he had pocketed earlier. He must have taken it out as she
spoke.
“A button,” Jonah said awkwardly, as he reached out and handed it to
the woman. “I found it on the morning I noticed the whale. It looks like
whale bone.” The woman took the button. Her crepe-skinned hands
were shaking, but Jonah couldn’t tell if it was because of age,
weakness, or excitement. “This was my son’s,” she said. “I sewed it
onto his coat before he set out for his last voyage.” Jonah heard the
button humming once again. “Thank you for bringing it to me. I don’t
have much to remember him by. Now I have this.” She began to cry. “I
cried out of sadness so long, I forgot what it felt like to cry for joy.” She
pulled a bit of string out of her pocket and tied the button to the top
of her cane. Then she walked to the sea, slowly, and let her tears fall
into the water. As they fell, the sea calmed.

Chanel Earl seeks to write propulsive and startling fiction. She recently
graduated with her MFA in creative writing—fiction from Brigham Young
University, where she now teaches writing courses as adjunct faculty. For
more information about her (or to read more of her writing), please visit her
website: chanelearl.com.
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7 SCIFI TANKAS AND
3 SCIFAIKUS
by

Richard Stevenson
How do you please
a hungry plesiosaur?
Feed him fish and chips,
smoked salmon from the shore?
How to say no if he wants more?
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*
Spectre Moose to you,
Inspector Snoop. Not cryptid
so much as irreal –
invisible or fading
from solidity or view
*
not extinct, just huge –
teratorns on a toot
can snag a V-Dub
off the street and fly with it
through a time portal with ease
*
‘squatches in saucers
beamed down near Boston
with an ET fleet.
Shoppin’ for shoes oughta be easy,
the range of styles hard to beat.
*
Where are all the shoes?
I heard there was a Shoe Swap
somewhere near here,
the centipede inquired.
I gotta lotta unshewn feet.

*
Ogopogo knows
when and when not to pose for
human/serpent shots.
Throw him a discus pizza,
he might flash some fin or grin.
*
T-Rex lives!
Dips humans in butter,
turns them between
scaley lizard claws like
cobs of tasty Taber corn.
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Rochester rat dog
just a shaved guinea pig?
Who’d shave a guinea pig?

*
Philamaloo Bird’s
got no knees on his legs,
always lays broken eggs

*
Don’t mess with Messie!
Lake Murray’s dread denizen
ain’t no please-o-saur
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Richard Stevenson recently retired from a 30-year English and
Creative Writing teaching gig at Lethbridge College and moved to
Nanaimo, B.C. He has published thirty books and a jazz/poetry disc
with Naked Ear.

GOOD VIBRATIONS
by

Steve Slavin

T

he concert was sold out seconds after the tickets went on sale. Some
fans paid over two thousand dollars for front row seats. On the day of
the concert, ticket scalpers were getting a lot more. The ironically
named Sound of Silence was the hottest band in the entire world.
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The MC strode across the stage, bowed to the audience, and reminded
everyone to please turn on their cell phones. He nodded at a sternlooking older woman wearing earphones, who nodded back at him.
Everyone cheered. She bowed her head slightly, signed to the crowd,
and blew kisses.
There were dozens of huge video screens providing every audience
member with close-up views of the signer, who had taken her place at
the left side of the stage. As the house lights dimmed, hundreds upon
hundreds of cell phone and phablet screens lit up. As the curtains
parted, a rumbling of cheers began to rise from the massive audience.
It was a guttural, almost pre-human sound that kept building. Although
few audience members could hear, they grunted in unison. Their eyes
were glued to their phones or the video screens, as the interpreter
signed the cadence. They were expressing their deep love for Sound of
Silence.
The band’s first number, ‘Noise,’ was, by far, the best song ever written.
Talk about good vibrations, the entire theater was vibrating. Even with
the theater doors closed, people more than a mile away were well aware
that the concert was underway—even though it was midtown
Manhattan during the evening rush hour.

Very few audience members could actually hear the music. But get real:
only old fogeys still actually listen to music. The true music lovers feel it.
In fact, hearing gets in the way of feeling.
Music is like great sex. Is sex all about feeling, or is it about just listening
to the grunts of your partner?
Now that hearing was out of fashion, so was talking. Why talk, when
nearly every young person knew how to sign?
Civilization progresses. We all used to read. Then we emailed. But why
email when you can text? OK, now we sign instead of talk.
Again, only some old squares still talk. Talking had gone out with
reading books. Remember our credo: Never trust anyone who reads —
or hears, for that matter.
There had been some “talk” about banning hearing people from rock
concerts, weddings, and other musical events. But cooler heads
prevailed. After all, perhaps some of these poor souls were hoping to
lose their hearing so that they too could get with the beat.
This tolerant attitude towards the handicapped is just another one of
the things that makes America great. The majority rules, but the
minority does have some basic rights. If they don’t want to groove to our
music, that’s cool. Maybe, one day they’ll wake up and realize what
they’ve been missing. They’ll stop thinking so much and just join the
crowd. ■

A recovering economics professor, Steve Slavin earns a living writing math
and economics books. Five volumes of his short stories have been published
over the last six years, but he expects that the pace will slow.
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FROM A SHOUT
TO A PSI
by

Ralph Greco Jr.
Even my grandma was wiggling.
Bringing a theater of a thousand women to orgasm (in unison) and just
as they crest the wave make them wail for another (some were
screaming actually), spoke volumes to the psi's ability (not to mention
our profits).
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Beginning his 'performance' with moments of slow-building, Eril
earned the audience's confidence and comfort, unleashing inhibitions
by rolling them through un-parallel joy, shared deep sadness, and
round back again. At the climax (so to speak), Eril teased and teetered
the urges of the assembled, riding their belly-clutched hunger like a
master surfer, his eyes fixed in concentration as he touched, tickled and
taunted every libido in the room. Each woman, from eighteen to eighty
(my grandma is seventy-seven), reached her own pinnacle, climaxing
en masse. I've toured with most of the popular 'hair-bands' back in the
day; this guy was as good at getting women hot and bothered as any
spandex-wearing pretty-boy.
"Every person has a talent Aaron," Eril said to me. We managed a brief
post-show chat almost every night of this two-month tour, just before
exhaustion took him and he fell into the big bucket seat.
I tried not to stare too hard and long at the little guy, but this far into
our relationship, he still filled me with awe. Four decades younger than
me, Eril was a skinny twenty-two-year-old man sporting the
prematurely gray hair all psi had. And though he was human to the
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core, he happened to possess an empathic ability the likes of which our
science had yet to fully comprehend. He was one of a thousand young
men (so far only men seemed to have the mutation) now reaching
adulthood with these powers, though no one else was on the road
making women climax nightly in crowded theaters, that was for sure.

Though you could never sneak up on a psi, nor convince him to do
anything underhanded, there were stories of various agents of
nefarious governments, including rumors of our own, that had tried.
About the worst employer any psi could boast presently was the IRS.
"I just think if we can find a way to present the back-end and tak…"

“I guess you're right, man, every person does have a talent,” I agreed.
The psi smiled at me… then fell asleep.

Ronald's considerations were muffled by Bruce downshifting to a
sudden stop through groaning gears.

Yes, they were indeed brief, post-show catch-ups.
"I really hate when he does that," Ronald whispered, though he needn't,
as Eril was pretty much down for the count and wouldn’t be woken until
his internal clock buzzed his inner brain alarm in the morning.
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Eril slept all crunched-in on himself, like the pose my great-uncle Joe
had that week before he died ('posing' it's called… how apropos) and it
was creepy to witness even after seeing it night after night. But I had
learned a psi needs more sleep than most people, they tax much more
brain activity. Luckily for Eril, he did sleep like this; the only way
anybody got any sleep on these old tour buses was either in a druginduced coma or…
Well, there was no other way, really.
Although things had changed so much in how any live event—what
there was left of them—were presented these days, still in '25, we still
couldn't get anybody to make a bus that actually didn't shimmy and
sidle as you drove it through a New Jersey countryside, no matter if
there were only four people aboard and no real equipment to speak of.

"Fu…" our driver's expletive was lost in the churning "staff fit fitkaat" of
the bus lurching to a rickety halt.
Bruce was nothing but articulate when trying to settle us to a forced
landing.
He was a hard-working old-timer, like me, having seen enough to be
forever ready to mow down a back-stage sawhorse or roll past (or over)
pirate T-shirt sellers. Whatever it was that had made the greasy-haired
bear-of-guy slow down now, shuttering us to a final engine-coughing
stop in under a minute, had to be serious. I could see by the clench of
his broad back and recognize from the steam coming out his ears that
Bruce was already considering escape options to what he had come to
face and I had yet to pick myself off the floor to see. But when I finally
did come to stand and look out the window, I realized mowing down
this particular group of two minivans, and twenty people would be the
very worst thing Bruce could have done.
Well, maybe not the very worst.
"I'll handle them," I said, moving up the tight, middle aisle.

"If anybody ever sees all this cash…" Ronald continued, shuffling
through the receipts in front of him. "There has got to be a way we can
keep this from the IRS."
"They got their own psi," I said, and Ronald nodded to what he knew
was the truth.

Unfortunately, I wasn't surprised that this particular group of fascists
was blocking our path. Whether we were racing through the backwoods
of Iowa, cruising up 101 in California, or here on a deserted two-lane
blacktop in South Jersey, the Reverend Donald Ullman and his rightfreaky frock, the "PCC," or People's Concerned Community had so far
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dogged our every step this tour. That they had even come this far had me
perplexed, but even as I made my descent, I saw Bruce tapping his ear
chip to light.
Our righty-right Reverend here couldn't even begin to imagine what kind
of opposition Bruce was preparing with that phone connection.
"I got to give you a great big 'T' for tenacity Donny," I called out the
minute my Vans hit the blacktop.
"Steven," the bald man with the chubby good looks said as he walked
right to me. "You know this has got to stop here and now. We can't let you
complete the last of your dates."
The guy didn't mince words, but I wasn't about to give ground.
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I had come to see Donny and my battle is a 'last stand' kind of thing
between the factions of society who felt it their business to get into
everybody's business versus us, the great unwashed, who basically didn't
give enough of a rat's ass about even our own business that we got hard
for anybody else's. I realized it was a holdover from the puritan ethics
that this country was built on; every generation contends with this BS,
the Rev.'s mania was nothing new. Even with all the current vetting of
zealot factions, we had recently seen some dark dunky's dingus as far as
political, cultural maneuvering was concerned (or was that cultural,
political maneuvering?) with this guy's worldview spreading like wildfire
across social media feeds. I had to give them their due though, this group
of super-do-gooders was devoted in their high moral posturing.
As far as I saw it, Eril performed a service for the women who cared to pay
to see and experience it. Nobody under eighteen was getting in with my
knowledge, and he wasn't forcing a damn thing on anybody. Though an
argument could be made that he should be using his power for a greater
good (and every scientist worth his Janus Salt right then was trying to
figure out what the greater good that might be), it still was Eril's business
to choose just what that good was.

Not Donny’s or his flocks’.
"We can't let this go on," the man continued, and I searched his eyes for
threat. I imagined I could hear the rumbling of motorcycles in the adjacent
farmland.
An 's'-storm of biblical proportions was about to begin, and I felt I at least
owed Donny a warning.
"Donny, in the next few minutes, you're gonna be face-to-face with about
twenty Mother's Little Helpers,” I explained. "And believe me, they are
such good friends with my bus driver that they would think nothing of
escorting you and your people out of the path of our tour bus."
"Now, let's all get back in our respective vehicles, and we'll meet you at the
next town," I finished. "I'll even send out for donuts and coffee for you guys
while you park the vans."
"We can't let this continue," the Rev. pressed, not a hint of worry in his face.
I had to give it to him. Donald was either ridiculously brave or ridiculously
stupid. He could have been a little of both. Living in the continental US,
you couldn't help but be acquainted with the tales of the heinous crimes
of various Mothers’ chapters… like Donny, the bikers did love their social
media. I wasn't for hurting the guy and his dickless wonders, but if it came
to it, technically, I wouldn't be doing the hurting. The bad ass mother cycle
club had been at our beck and call (actually Bruce's, seeing as he was a
member), a good number of them keeping a watchful eye on us from a
date a week ago when we played Washington DC. That there could be such
a quickly amassing chapter, only a phone call away cemented my belief in
low friends in high places.
Or, at least, in Jersey.
"What do you want me to say, Donny?" I said. "Come on; I think maybe it's
time you…"
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The side door of Donny's van opened and out stepped a young man
with silver hair and deep set, black eyes. I looked at the guy—who was
smiling—and then turned back to the front windshield of my bus. Bruce
saw what I saw, of course, and I could see him turning even then,
obviously alerting Ronald to this very unexpected of showdowns.
"This is Bilt," Reverend Donny said, and the psi advanced across the
crunchy gravel road to shake my hand. I took it, of course, staring wildeyed and bug-mouthed at what I could have never imagined.
Talk about a psi working for a nefarious employer!
I heard the bus doors sigh open and looked over my shoulder (still
holding Bilt's hand actually) as Ronald and Eril came off the bus and
’round front of it.
"Hello brother," Eril said as he came to stand next to me. His eyes never
left Bilt’s.
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I guess a psi can be woken up if the occasion warrants it.
"Brother," Bilt acknowledged the greeting.
"He woke up even before Bruce came back to get me," Ronald
whispered, stepping to me. "I think these guys can smell each other.”
I had to give it to these dudes, what with the one syllable, unusual name
changes, and the 'brother' greeting, they made us all feel like we
‘normal’ humans were the odd ones out. But just as I thought things
couldn't get any stranger, the dastardly rumble sound of dangerous
motorcycles reached my ears.
Bruce's buddies were quick, but then again, what the hell else have
violent bikers to do in the ass-end of New Jersey?
"We need to be on our way," Eril said, his low voice as calm and even as
ever.

"We need to stop you," Bilt countered, his voice just as unemotional.

month-and-half.

I sensed more than I heard—I certainly couldn't see them from where I
was standing in front of the bus—the members of Mother's entered the
area. Remember that Doctor Seuss story about the "Star-Belly
Sneeches"? Well, this was like that only with two-hundred-fifty-pound
bikers ready to descend on a skewed Dr. S. landscape. Nobody was
speaking, nobody was moving, except the bikers, who would simply walk
into this mess, assess as best they could, get the nod from Bruce and start
removing the PCC.

I took a step back so I was more or less behind my psi, and the Reverend
Ullman did the same. Just that one step afforded me a new range to my
peripheral vision, and unfortunately, I could see the chrome and menace
of ten bikers sitting like cats eyeing a ring of caught mice. Bruce was
waiting on my say-so to unleash his buds; Bilt was waiting for his ok from
the Rev., and God only knew what Eril was waiting on. Ironic as it was, with
all this brawn not more than ten feet from me now, the PCC even then
falling about to circle their prize psi and our big groupie crushing bus
behind me, I began to sense that what would happen here in the next few
minutes would be unusual in the extreme.

But the guys from Mother's would only get so far.
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If Bilt had even half the power Eril did—and from what I knew, these psi
dudes had about the same degree of 'whammy jammy'—then Donny's psi
would be very capable of short circuiting the emotions of anyone who
threatened him or his goal. And while I knew psis were not of the mind (if
you will pardon the pun) to hurt anyone, Bilt would have no problem
felling any one of us—in any great number—just by tickling our minds
until an incapacitating wash of emotions overcame us. I could easily be
witness to the extremely embarrassing scene of all these biker dudes on
the ground, overcome with laughter or tears, and the showdown would be
at a standstill.
I suddenly flashed on a ludicrous, yet I feared, very possible foreshadow
of Bilt now coming to all our shows, investing our audiences with a potent
dose of counteracting emotion. Jesus, what a mess! And to tell the truth, I
wasn't sure if Eril would stop Bilt, even if he could. Would my psi be
traipsing across some unwritten psi commandment if he did? What the
hell did I know? I was just a morally-bankrupt, sixty-eight-year-old tour
manager for God's sake.
‘Give me a stoned trio of self-absorbed musicians, please, right this
instant,’ I wanted to shout.
And all this, because we brought a few ladies some fun over the span of a

What I didn't know was, who was going to make the first move?
•••
Smoke hung in the air so much that the air was smoke and nothing else.
Music was blaring, and for the first time, Eril seemed to be really enjoying
himself, not staring out the window in contemplation or playing chess
with Ronald. It was full party mode, only a half-hour after what I would
come to call the Showdown near the New Jersey Turnpike Exit 6, Corral.
If you consider the PCC as being on one end of the moral spectrum, and
an exclusionary perverted one at that, there has to be another end. For
the longest time, I figured us touring with Eril was the other end, using
this guy's powers (although at his suggestion mind you, the dude had
come to Ronald and me a year ago… such is our rep. Come to think of it,
maybe Ronald and I are at the other end of the moral spectrum). But this
night I had learned there were other psis out there, one I had just met this
night, using their power to another moral end. And while I disagreed with
the Reverend Ullman's claim on my business, I couldn't argue the guy's
conviction.
As we bounced into Delaware, the four guys we had picked up from
Mother's began another round of hearts, and I looked through the
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window to see Ronald flash me a peace sign as he rode next to us as the
passenger on the lead biker. Someplace behind us, camped at the side
of the road back there, maybe a mile from where the showdown had
occurred, the PCC slept snug in self-imposed, self-righteous slumber.
Riding upfront with me were the two odd humans, Bilt and Eril, who had
managed to make this all happen.
Just before the "fit had hit the shan" back on that deserted NJ blacktop,
Eril had cleared his throat and suggested he and Bilt take a walk. In that
still, sticky night air, as we all waited; Mother's men and women (I was
surprised to learn later there were a few 'biker babes' amongst the
dudes); Bruce in the bus; the PCC spilling out of their two campers;
Donald facing Ronald and me minutes later, each one of us got exactly
what we had come for, and what's more, what we needed:
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Mother's is a notorious motorcycle gang. In this age of social
togetherness, the worldwide motorcycle chapter is truly the last of our
outlaws. And while I wouldn't ever want to hang with them, I did admire
their code and their stoking-the-fire of time-honored, albeit, dangerous
traditions. Because of this, the gang had a reputation to not only protect
but strengthen their brawn at every possible opportunity. But in another
time-honored tradition, bark is louder than the bite; it was more
important to the bike troupe that it was assumed they consistently
bashed more heads than they actually did.
The Reverend Ullman didn't want to stop us as much as make noise and
headlines looking like he was trying. If he succeeded and we did close
shop, he'd have to find a new enemy. We were old brothers in this rat
race, and it is always better to know your enemy than to march into the
unknown, keeping yourself on the road, oiling the wheels while bringing
in those much-needed contributions.
The détente worked for Ronald, Bruce, and me, and I had to assume Eril
liked the money we’d keep making. He might be a mutant, but he wasn't
so evolved that he'd want to see this tour stopped. By having the

Mother's confront the PCC, right there on that rural New Jersey country
road, in whatever form that 'confronting' actually was—with no
witnesses to counter what the 'survivors' of the PCC. would report on
the morrow—the motorcycle gang kept their badass rep., the PCC
could take their martyrdom to a new level and we could be seen
fighting for sexual freedom, a psi's rights, and the God-given gift of
almighty commerce.
It had all worked perfectly from Eril and Bilt's suggestion.
But as we sped down the roadway, I looked over to the two silver-haired
young men and once again realized that we all were in the presence of a
power stronger than any of us could ever realize. We all needed, quickly
and efficiently, the most mutually beneficial solution to our particular
problem, and as has been true too many times in human history, almost
every problem can be solved by considering a flat-out increase in
commerce.
Human, mutant, or alien, this was the simplest fact of life I have ever
learned. ■

Ralph Greco, Jr. is the devilishly clever nom de plume of Ralph Greco, a
professional writer of short fiction, essays, blogs, SEO web copy, articles, interviews
and reviews, one-act plays, songs, and the children’s book series, Echo City Capers.
Ralph’s work has appeared in major market and small press magazines, online, in
anthologies and single-author collection, and he’s been published across seven
countries. Ralph’s music can be found at www.ralphgrecomusic.com. Ralph also
writes for ‘adult’ businesses worldwide and co-hosts the slightly naughty cultural
podcast “Licking Non-Vanilla” (www.lickingnonvanilla.com).
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The hum increased and Donny noticed his feet were now dangling
above the pavement—not to take him away, but to show him that they
were in control. They put him down. The only harm done was to his
ego and the wanton soup spilled in the takeout box. "I just need three
more days. Then it'll be done. Then you can have all you want. Just
three days."
His wife looked out the front window, but only saw him staring into a
dark and empty sky. She couldn't make out the words she thought
she heard him speaking, but it sounded like a plea—a prayer to a God
unseen. For what, she did not know. She made her way to the front
door and opening it carefully, reached out her timid voice that said,
"Donny?" But Donny did not answer—just kept up his quiet
incantation at the end of the driveway.
Then he stopped.
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The
COVENANT
by

Aaron Sandberg

"Just three more days," Donny whispered to the invisible. He arched
his back, shook violently, and collapsed into a pile on the curb. The
neighbors heard him weeping. Some closed their shutters. Some
stood on their stoops folding robes over their chests to protect
themselves from the night.
And Donny, sobbing, lay knowing that three more days—that a
month, that a lifetime—would never be enough. ■

T

hey came back.

"I'm not ready," he said. "I haven't finished. You said you'd come
back when I was ready." The light seemed to grow brighter—an
unblinking eye. The shape of the humming ship was barely
perceptible above the soft street lights, glow from the houses, and
the telephone pole wires transporting communique.

Aaron Sandberg needs like four or five days. His writing has appeared or
is forthcoming in No Contact, I-70 Review, Space and Time, West Trade
Review, Asimov’s, The Offing, Sporklet, Right Hand Pointing, Monday
Night, Unstamatic, and elsewhere. A Pushcart-nominated teacher from
America, you can see him — if he doesn’t see you first — on Instagram
@aarondsandberg.
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NEVER
UNDERESTIMATE A
SCIENTIST
by

Susan Cornford
“I can’t believe they banned my research,” Alpha said into the
communicator.
“You mean they refused funding?” Gray’s voice replied via the ear
implant.
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“No, I mean they said I cannot pursue this field of enquiry in any form,
ever, on pain of mind-wipe.”
Gray’s hologram switched on one meter in front of Alpha, concern writ
large on the face.
“Why not?”
“Because it violates the Primal Laws which, I must admit, it does.”
Alpha sank down onto the nearest chair.
“Can’t they see you’re only trying to make things better?” The
hologram’s hand reached out to comfort the friend.
Alpha singsonged, “Because the Creator made us without gender, in
order to ensure equality and cooperation, any attempt at genetic
modification is absolutely forbidden.” After a sigh, Alpha added, “But
I’m still sure that having two, let’s call them, ‘sexes’ would improve so
many useful and desirable traits in the long term. It’s worth the risk.”
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“And you’ve worked out a way to do this, haven’t you?” Alpha could hear
equal parts scientific zeal and envy in Gray’s voice.

ran up and down their forms as if calculating thrust requirements for
their combined mass.

“Only in theory. That’s why actual research, with live gametes, is needed
to see if sexes will emerge with differing characteristics.”

“We need,” Alpha said, "to find evidence somewhere to justify my
research continuing. If what I think is valid, any nearby universe should
have examples that support it.” A gesture indicated the collecting bags.
“A few pairs of creatures with sexes should convince even the most
hide-bound traditionalists.”

There was a long silence as light from the purple sun slanted through
the window and crickets hopped around on the pineapple tree outside.
“Alpha, do you trust me?”

“It sounds weird to me,” Garland said with a smile, “but good luck to you
both.”

“You know I do.”
•••
Gray’s hologram disappeared.
•••
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Gray and Alpha picked their way through the green moonlight,
crunching the usual snails underfoot, as pigeons howled in the distance.
The building they were approaching was large, unlit, and seemed
abandoned. But Gray had assured Alpha that it contained the latest
model of another friend’s machine, one designed for travel between
parallel universes. Garland’s funding had been approved but the efforts
were sworn to secrecy, resulting in this out-of-the-way lab.
A coded knock on the door led to it swinging open enough to admit
them and their paraphernalia. The lights switched on to reveal a large
space with a circular construction of metal in the middle. An apparent
doorway was open on one side.
“The aliens have landed!” quipped Alpha, with a nervous laugh. Clearing
the throat, Alpha continued, “This thing does work, doesn’t it?”
Garland emerged from the other side of the machine, wiping hands.
“We’ve had it almost into a parallel universe and back again. It flickered,
like a broken light. I think it’s a problem with the power-input level,
which we’ve now fixed. So, you have volunteered to be guinea pigs.” Eyes

The machine’s door slid open silently and the pair of friends gazed out
at what was clearly a different world. The sunlight was yellow and strange
creatures moved through the air, settling on a tree very unlike the
pineapples at home. Closer inspection showed a roundish construction
of what looked like twigs and grasses that contained several smaller
creatures that made constant noise. Alpha breathed in an awed voice,
“Those could be the first sexually-produced creatures we’ve ever seen!”
They didn’t have very long before they had to return, so they made their
way quickly to the base of a nearby hill and unpacked their picks and
shovels. A map from an old history book showed the equivalent spot in
their world where large chunks of the most valuable substance known
had been found centuries ago. As hoped, in this world no one had yet
dug up the jade that would fund whatever was needed for Alpha’s
research, including bureaucratic blindness at the highest level.
Two hours of digging filled their bags with beautiful, green stones and
they prepared to make their way back to where the machine was
concealed under some native herbage.
“What do you think you’re doing?” The deep-pitched voice vibrated with
anger in Alpha and Gray’s ear implants, making them jump. The person
behind them was taller and broader than either of them, with hair
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growing most oddly on the lower part of the face.

to something far worse than a mere mind-wipe.

Alpha produced their preplanned explanation, “We’re just passing
through.”

“Huh,” huffed Jay, “nothing but stupid rocks. Well, if that’s all you want,
you’re welcome to all you can carry. Be my guest.”

“Yeah,” the person growled like a large animal, “‘just passing through’
with big bags of my best truffles that you’ve just dug up. Hand them
over!” Not waiting for them to obey, the person grabbed a bag from
each of them, the bare arms rippling with bulges of muscle tissue. Both
visitors stared in amazement.

Alpha and Gray made their way back to the hidden machine that would
return them to their world. “Do you think those were gendered
individuals, who reproduced sexually, and the little one was the product
of that?” Gray didn’t sound at all sure that an answer was wanted.

“What’s going on, Jay?” This lighter voice came from another person
who had just emerged from among the strange, hard-stemmed trees.
Hooked on the arm was a basket emitting food smells.

Alpha took a deep breath as they cleared away the concealing herbage
and entered the machine. “Put it this way, I think we should hand all of
this jade over to Garland; parallel universe research is far more
important than the creation of sexual reproduction in humans could
ever be.”

“Nothing for you to worry about, Alison. Leave my lunch and go home.”
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The second person was smaller than the first, had two distinct mounds
on the chest and a most unusual body shape.

As the door slid silently into place, Gray heartily agreed, tucking the bag
with the small flying creatures away out of sight. ■
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“I heard you say they were stealing the truffles. You know we can’t afford
another setback, Jay.”
Jay’s hand swung back and connected with Alison’s face, making a
horrible crunching noise. “Shut up, woman!” Both visitors felt their ear
implants vibrate painfully. “You know man was given dominion over all
the earth and, most especially, over his woman. But you keep forgetting
that.” Alison crouched on the ground, one hand wiping blood away from
the nose and crying. There was a rustle nearby and a smaller-again third
person joined the group, running to hide behind Alison.
“Yes, Rebecca, you take heed of how to obey a man and you’ll grow up
to be a good wife someday.”
Turning attention back to the stunned, silent visitors, he emptied their
bags onto the ground. The valuable jade glistened and gleamed. Alpha
knew that they would be condemned, in this strange and horrible world,
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The
FASCINUM
by

Eloi Roman Bengochea

“I

’ve run an analysis of Segment 12587-sigma, and it seems the
average year-over-year ROI has been trending downward for some
time.”
“Tell us more about the demographics, Wissen.”
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“Pretty standard, ma’am—a mix of economic groups, gender
preferences, ethnicities, races, and creeds.”
“Shit! What’s the percentage annual tax revenue decline?”
“Close to twelve percent… At this rate, they’ll dip below our current
goal post in about 2 years.”
“Show us your methodology.”
“On this slide, you can clearly see forecasting and regression
techniques I’ve used.”
“For the love of nature, how could this have happened? We haven’t had
a segment decline this steep in years! A few aren’t pulling their weight.”
“Productivity does tend to wax and wane over time, ma’am.”
“Spare me the classical economics lesson, Wissen! That was then, this
is now. I suppose next you’re going to tell me how we once had ‘free
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markets’! Ha! Well, those went the way of ‘essential workers’ when
workers became ‘unessential’ and ‘essential political opposition’ when…
well, we won’t go there! In any case, I’ve made up my mind. Send a squad
to delete Segment 12587-sigma—do it now!”
And with that order, Karen Mann-Vernichts, my boss, condemned tens of
thousands to death in the blink of an eye. These were real, living, breathing
human beings, not just numbers, although that’s how I saw them at the time.
They were someone’s brothers, sisters, nephews, cousins, mothers, and fathers.
But I’d like to bring the focus back to that fateful day. Something truly felt
amiss—I wasn’t sure what, but I went to see Karen later that afternoon to tell
her how I was feeling.
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When I entered her office, the first thing she said was, “You know, Wissen,
when social media was rolled out, we observed them. These pathetic,
fucking creatures... They were more than obliging to show us how they
lived and what they thought. As we observed, we learned what made them
tick and how to get them to play for our team—the correct team. All the
while we had to put up with their moronic tendencies and watch endless
hours of cat videos… I felt like slitting my lifelines.”
She paused momentarily to gather her thoughts and wiped her palms
together as a gesture of dismissal. Then she fixed her cold, dead eyes on me.
“Forget them,” she said, “You made the world a better place today.”
“I’m not so sure, Karen. One day, this could come back to haunt us.”
“Oh? Well you can relax, Wissen, as far as they’re concerned, we’re the
ghosts, we don’t exist. Even if we did, in their eyes we’d be the good guys.”
“You know, my grandfather used to say that the biggest trick the devil
played on people was to convince them he doesn’t exist, and his second
biggest trick was to convince them that he was the good guy!”
“Your grandfather sounds like a senile old bat beholden to ancient myths.”

“My grandpa?”
“Yes, it also sounds like he wasn’t a very tolerant person. You could be
deleted for that alone Wissen… But hey, I guess everyone from your
grandpa’s gen was a racist, sexist pig, except for a few visionary leaders who
made our system—the here and the now—possible, and that’s all that
matters, Wissen. Just focus on the present and let the other shit fall away.”
“I guess you’re right.”
“Of course I’m right. Look, I know working here affords you some ‘liberties’
of free expression for the sake of ‘emotional balance’ and whatnot, but I
suggest you forget your bullshit, family anecdotes. Stop trying to search for
some deeper meaning. You have a job to do, and you do it. Period.”
“Yes, I just follow orders, ma’am.”
“Good! That’s what we all do. It’s simple, Wissen, very simple! We do it to
carve out a utopia on this pisshole planet, and that’s in everyone’s best
interest. Now go home and get some rest—you’ve earned it.”
Predictably, the next ‘blockbuster analysis’ I performed was horrifying. It turned
out another segment would go into arrears, this time within a year. And I, Markus
Kijani Wissen, a number cruncher at the Department of Population Analytics was
part of the segment that would be deleted, disappeared, murdered—all
consensually, of course. 365 days out from my calculation, I would cost the
government more money than I would ever bring in. It didn’t matter where I
worked; it didn’t matter what I did. No vague, unwritten workplace ‘liberties’
could save me. My segment had decided my fate. And I had to face my end for
the greater good, just like everyone else who got deleted for falling into the red
with their citizen average ROI.
I psyched myself up to take the final walk to the barren room where my life would
be terminated. There would be pre-recorded cheers, words of encouragement
played on a sound system, and a caring speech delivered by our vaunted
Supreme Leader with fake tears and some claptrap about ‘sacrifices.’
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But, just then, something inside me snapped. What was I thinking? My
conscience clawed at the reigns of my galloping psyche, and oddly enough, it
conjured a powerful instinct to rebel. No, I would not submit to the decree—I
would not choose death over life. My citizen ROI was not more important than
my life. So I resolved to run. I heard my grandfather’s voice as he had once run
from tyranny himself. There was no shame in this... But unlike in his day, this
time there was nowhere to go.
So I resolved to stand my ground and fight. Thanks to some like-minded
supporters, I am now in safety—nowhere and everywhere—telling you what
you need to hear. Our overlords, our Supreme Leader and his stooges will lie,
deny, and forever deflect, but I live in your hearts as surely as your instinct to
resist, which is what brought you here today! Rebels will always exist, and
there are more of us than you think!
And with those words uttered by the narrator, Markus K. Wissen, the
screen flinched. After a pause of a few seconds, the voice of Markus—this
time very agitated—could again be heard blaring through the speakers:
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“Run! The police are on their way! For the love of God, run!”
•••
When the police arrived in their riot gear ready to bash heads and round
up the participants of the ‘illegal gathering’ as defined by law, all they
found was an empty, abandoned auditorium.
On the screen was an image of a huge, winged phallus, the fascinum, with
the message, “Fuck you!” written in bright, neon paint underneath. ■

Eloi Roman Bengochea was born in Vanuatu but now resides in Hamilton,
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“Yes.”

HAPPY NEW YEAR
by

Mark Pearce

“Have you tried the police?”
“The police can’t help me.”
“Maybe you should talk to a private investigator. They’re very good at
locating missing persons.”
“You don’t understand, Mr. Drake. My brother is Barkley Hunter.”
“The archaeologist?”

N

elson Drake sat typing at his desk in the city room of the Baltimore
Herald-Examiner, oblivious to the noise all around him. Through the din,
he heard his name.
“Hey, Drake!” someone called. “Lady here to see you!”
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He looked up as one of the reporters pointed him out to a fairly attractive
woman in her mid-thirties. She seemed nervous and somewhat out of
place. She timidly approached.
“What can I do for you?” Drake asked.
The woman stood hesitating, as if she was not exactly certain how to begin.
“Oh, excuse me,” said Drake; he cleared some books and papers off a chair
and motioned for her to sit down. “There you go. May I get you some coffee,
Ms. — ?”

“That’s right.”
Drake vaguely remembered seeing some coverage at the time. Barkley
Hunter had disappeared in the Andes about six months ago. It had made
the news because he was a prominent professor at the University of
Baltimore.
“And you suspect... what? Foul play?”
“No... I mean, I don’t know... I mean, I don’t know what to think. I just know
my brother disappeared without a trace. He was traveling through Chile
and was staying in the village of Santa Rosario at the foot of the Andes.
There was an old mission in the hills which he wanted to visit.” She opened
her purse and pulled out a folded slip of paper. “Then I got this note, sent
from the village the day before he disappeared. In it, he tells me goodbye.
That’s the last anyone has ever heard from him.”
“Have you tried to find him through conventional channels?”

“Hunter, Patricia Hunter. And no, thank you, I’m fine.”
“So what can I do for you, Ms. Hunter?”

“The Chilean government isn’t interested, and the American consulate
doesn’t care.”

“I want you to find my brother.”

“Why did you come to me?”

“That’s not exactly what I do. Is your brother missing?”

“I didn’t. I came to your paper. I was directed to you.”
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Drake sat staring at her, deep in thought.
“Mr. Drake, won’t you please help me find my brother?”

Several old loafers sat around the lobby, dozing or staring into space. Drake
took off his hat and wiped the sweat from his brow. He stepped up to the
desk.

“May I keep this?” Drake held up the note.

“I’d like a single room.”

“Certainly.”

“How long will you be staying?”

“I won’t promise anything, but I will look into this, and I’ll discuss it with my
editor.”

“Couple of days. Maybe more.”

“Thank you, Mr. Drake. I’ll be in touch.”
She rose and left the office. Drake pulled up his keyboard and began to
research everything he could find on Barkley Hunter.
•••
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The clerk handed Drake a card to fill out. Drake signed it, then pulled a photo
from his shirt pocket. “I was wondering if you might help me.” He showed the
picture to the clerk. “Have you ever seen this man before?”
“What did he do?”
“Nothing. I’m just trying to find him.”

Managing Editor Tyler Mead sat behind his desk, listening to Drake’s pitch.
Drake stood across the desk from him, leaning on his fists. “Think of it, Tye.
Barkley Hunter, prominent archeologist, disappears in the Andes without a
trace. The only clue is the goodbye letter he wrote to his sister the day before
he disappeared. If I find him, dead or alive, it’ll make a great story.”

There was a pause. Drake pulled some bills from his wallet and handed them
to the clerk.

“And if you don’t find him?”

“I hear there’s a mission near here. Any chance he was going there?”

“Then I do a human interest piece on the grieving sister and the mystery of
her brother’s disappearance. A missing archeologist, an old mission in the
mountains, a mysterious clue —”

“Nah. Nothing to see. Just a bunch of old monks. Unfriendly, too. Never
come down to the village. Every six months or so, one comes down for
supplies. That’s about it.”

“Okay. You’ve got three weeks. If you don’t find him by then, I’m bringing you
home.”

“If I wanted to visit this mission, how would I get there?”

“He came through here a few months ago,” the man said, “exploring old
ruins in the mountains.”

The clerk gave him directions. “You’d just be wasting your time, though,” he
said.

“Deal.”
•••
Drake entered the lobby of a dive hotel in Santa Rosario, Chile. The heat was
oppressive, and flies buzzed around an overhead ceiling fan that did not
work. The desk clerk was dirty, unshaven, and dressed in a filthy t-shirt.

Drake grabbed his room key off the desk. “Thanks.” He gripped his bags and
headed up the stairs.
The hotel room was spartan and dirty. The window was open, and a hot
breeze blew through, carrying the flies and mosquitoes with it. Drake tossed
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his suitcase onto the bed.

“Wait here,” he said, concern in his voice.
•••

Later that afternoon, Drake squinted against the sunlight as he rode an old
burro up the trail. The air was thick with dust. In the distance he could see
an ancient adobe mission. He kicked the sides of his animal and proceeded
up the path.
He rode up to the mission, dismounted, and approached the gate. There
was an arched wooden door with a small door grille, but no bell or knocker;
apparently no way to summon the inhabitants inside. Drake picked up a
stone and banged on the door. He paused, then banged again. There was
no response. He backed up from the gate, put his hand to the side of his
mouth, and shouted.

The grille closed again. Drake went and sat on a stone by the path.
Time passed. Drake fidgeted impatiently. He opened his canteen, drank,
then looked at his watch.
The sun began to set behind the mountain. Drake sat with his chin resting
on his chest. Suddenly the slat behind the grille opened once again. Drake
rushed up to it.
“There is no Barkley Hunter here,” said the monk. The grille abruptly shut.
Drake shouted. “Hey, you can’t just leave me out here for three hours and
then tell me to go away!” He picked up the rock he had been using before
and banged on the door. “Open up in there! Open the door!”

“Hello! Hello in there!”
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He waited a moment, then went back to banging on the door.

He banged some more but there was no response. He finally gave up and
mounted his burro.

The slat behind the door grille opened and a monk peered out.

The grille slid open, and the monk peered out, watching as Drake rode away.
•••

“Hello, my name is Nelson Drake.” The monk did not respond. “I wonder if
I might come in.”

Drake sat in his hotel room, speaking on the phone.
“The mission allows no visitors,” said the monk.
“Is there someone in charge I might speak with?”

“I’m telling you, Tyler, the mission is hiding something. They knew Hunter’s
name. And I’ve been talking with the people in town. The monks are very
secretive. There’s something strange going on up there.”

“This is a contemplative order. We cannot be disturbed.”
The slat abruptly closed. Drake banged on the door again. The grille
opened.

“You be careful, Drake,” said the Managing Editor. “This sounds like more
than a missing persons story.”
“Hey, you know me, Tye.”

“I told you, go away.”
“So what will you do now?”
“I’m looking for a man named Barkley Hunter. He was last known to be
headed for this mission.”
The monk reacted to the mention of Hunter’s name.

Drake smiled. “Get the story.”
•••
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Drake lay on his stomach in the jungle, watching the dark walls of the mission
through a clearing. Convinced no one was watching, he crawled up to the
edge of the mission. He carefully climbed a tree that grew beside the wall.
When he reached the point where he could see over the wall, he stopped and
gazed across the courtyard. There was no movement of any kind. He climbed
to a spot higher than the wall, then swung down and landed along the top
edge. He lay flat until he was certain no one had detected his presence. He
then carefully lowered himself to a ledge that was inside the wall and several
feet below the top. He crept along this catwalk until he came to a stairway down
into the courtyard. He quietly descended.
He heard some voices and hid behind a wooden crate. Two monks passed, a
man and a woman. Both were wearing the traditional cloak and cowl. Drake
crept along until he came to a door. It was open. He slipped inside.
He moved quietly down a hallway which was only lit by an occasional torch along
the wall. He saw a light at the end of a passage and proceeded toward it. He
continued to creep along. Up ahead he saw a door with a barred window. He
approached.
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Drake peered into the room, which was heavily bolted. The only opening from the
rest of the mission into the room was the door with the barred window. But from
peering in, Drake could see that the mission had been built into the side of the
mountain. In the center of the mountain wall was a cave. Five monks stood
guarding the opening, but they were not facing outward; they were facing the
cave itself, as though they expected something to emerge. Each held a long
wooden staff in a defensive position.
Suddenly Drake was grabbed from behind by two monks.
“Who are you?” said one of the monks. “What are you doing here?”

“Let me out of here!”
He continued to beat on the door as they disappeared down the passage.
•••
Drake paced the cell. He heard the grinding of a key in the lock. The door
opened and an aging monk entered. He was thin and bent, and his wizened
face betrayed the nature of a fanatic. He was accompanied by two younger
monks who stood on either side of the door.
“I demand you release me immediately,” said Drake.
“You are in no position to be making demands,” answered the monk.
“You have broken into our mission and were caught prowling through the
buildings. Who are you?”
“My name is Nelson Drake. I’m a reporter for the Baltimore HeraldExaminer.”
“How long have you been inside the mission, and what have you seen?”
“Why does it make you sweat?”
“I would advise you to cooperate. If we turn you over to the authorities, you
will be sent to prison.”
“I’m an American citizen. I want to see someone from the American
consulate.”

Drake struggled. “Let me go!”

“You will see no one until our questions have been answered. I leave you to
contemplate your position. Perhaps you will be more cooperative after you
have spent some time in confinement.”

“Let’s take him to a cell,” said the second monk. “I’ll summon the Abbot.”

“You can’t just keep me imprisoned here.”

They took him to a small, cramped room containing only a bed, wash basin,
table, and chair. They forced him into the room, then exited, locking him in.
Drake pounded on the door with his fists.

“You will be kept here until we have determined what is to be done with you.”
He went to the door and exited, followed by the other monks.
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•••
Several monks sat around a solid oak table in a conference room lit by
torches. At the center of authority was Andrew, Abbot of the mission, an
ancient monk with white hair and a gaze of great depth. At his right hand sat
Bocephus, the monk who had questioned the prisoner. At his left was a
younger monk named Steven. Among the monks were several women, who
wore the same garments as the men. Chief among them was Sarah, a
striking, dark skinned woman of indeterminate age.
Bocephus spoke. “We should have known someone would come looking for
Hunter.”
“We did know,” said Steven. “And we will do what needs to be done. This
is not the first time that we have had to deal with outsiders.”
“No, but it’s the first time we’ve had the press become interested. Drake
cannot be allowed to leave.”
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“And how will we explain two disappearances? You don’t think his
newspaper will be interested?”
Sarah leaned forward; her amber eyes flashed like fire. “Arguing is
pointless. We don’t even know what he has seen.”
“We can’t take the risk,” said Bocephus. “You know what we have to do.”
“Perhaps,” said the Abbot. “Perhaps not. We shall see.” He rose. “It is a
hard thing to condemn a man to this existence. Let us do it grudgingly, if at
all.”
The others rose, and all filed out of the room.
•••
A monk with a tray of food approached Drake’s cell. Another monk stood
beside the door, guarding it. He unlocked the door.
The monk entered the cell. It was dark. The torch had been extinguished.
He proceeded tentatively. “Mr. Drake?”

The monk tripped over something in the dark. He fell to the ground, the tray
crashing loudly as its contents hurled across the room. The guard came
rushing in. Drake swung the chair and smashed it into him. It broke apart as
he fell to the ground. Drake ran out of the cell.
Drake ran wildly down the torch lit hall. Shouting could be heard in the
darkness behind him. A bell began to sound, and more shouts and running
could be heard.
Drake saw a heavy oak door which was secured with a sliding bolt. There was
no window on the door. Drake quickly slid the bolt, opened the door, and
rushed through.
Drake entered a hallway unlike any he had seen thus far. It was lined with
cages, like a zoo. The interior of each cage was a replicated primitive
environment—barren rock, or thick jungle, or frozen tundra. But the
astonishing thing was the inhabitants of the cages. Some were human, yet
almost subhuman—Neanderthal, Cro-Magnon, Java. Others contained
animals from a prehistoric nightmare—sabre-toothed tigers, palaeosaurs,
Pleistocene reptiles, etc. The hallway was filled with a cacophony of noise—
growls from the tigers, roars from the other beasts, grunts and shouts from
the humans.
Drake stood in astonishment for a moment, his brain unable to take in what
his eyes were witnessing. Then a hood was quickly drawn over his head, and
two monks grabbed his arms as a third bludgeoned him unconscious with a
single blow from a short club.
•••
Drake lay in his cell, unconscious upon the bed. He awakened and looked
groggily around, then sat up and rubbed the back of his head. The door
opened. The Abbot entered with two monks. He saw that Drake was docile
and signalled with a wave of his fingers for the monks to leave them alone.
They exited, and the Abbot sat in the chair across from Drake’s bed.
“Good evening, Mr. Drake,” he said. “My name is Andrew. I’m the Abbot of
this mission.”
Drake leaned forward, tense, almost in shock.
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“What did I see, old man? You tell me that. What have you got in those
cages?”
The Abbot gazed deeply at Drake. His manner was grave. “You pose a terrible
problem, Mr. Drake. You have stumbled upon a secret as old as time itself. A
secret which must never be revealed.”
“What secret?”
“What I am going to tell you will be difficult to believe. But I must tell you,
and you must believe. Because there is a decision you will have to make.”

generation must care for the wanderers who exit into their time.”
“I saw dinosaurs... sabre-toothed tigers... If what you’re telling me is true,
why don’t you just destroy them when they come through the portal?”
“It is not our purpose to destroy life. Ours is a sacred trust. Until the Maker
of All Things descends to reveal all mysteries, we must stand as the
guardians of time. You have to understand. The first travelers did so by
accident. Then they began to meet others who also had wandered into the
eons. Eventually, temples were built to guard the openings. We are the
guardians of the portals. We determine who may enter. And we deal with
those who arrive from other epochs.”

“I don’t believe in mysteries, old man. Just tell me straight.”
“And you expect me to believe this fairy tale?”
The Abbot paused, carefully weighing his words. “Mr. Drake, the cave you
saw, the one the monks were guarding, is a portal through time.”

“You are an educated man, Mr. Drake. If you choose not to accept the
evidence of your senses, I’ll not attempt to persuade you.”

“A what??”
“You couldn’t have kept something like this a secret all these centuries.”
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“A time portal. One of several throughout the world. At certain places
under the Earth, there are openings in the fabric of time. A cave, a cleft
in the side of a mountain. Enter one of these openings today, and you exit
into some countless yesterday or endless tomorrow. Step into a cave in
21st Century Europe, and you might emerge in 12th Century Asia; walk
into a cleft in prehistoric Africa, and you might find yourself emerging in
Classical Greece.”

“There have been indications throughout recorded time. Legends of
hidden lamaseries in Tibet with monks living hundreds of years; tales of
Spaniards in the New World discovering the Fountain of Youth in a
forgotten Aztec temple. Many of the world’s myths have stemmed from
the Temples of Time.”
“Why are you telling me this?”

“It’s not possible.”
“Yet, it is so. You yourself have seen the evidence with your own eyes—
prehistoric men and animals who wandered into caves before the
beginning of recorded history and have emerged into our time.”

“Because there is a decision you will have to make. Occasionally, a
person such as yourself stumbles upon our secret. When that occurs,
they have only two choices. They must either become one of us, or they
must remain a prisoner of the mission. Either way, they can never see the
outside world again.”

“Why don’t you just send them back where they came from?”
“You’re insane! There are people who know where I am.”
“Attempts have been made through the eons to map the portals, but to
no avail. When a traveler enters an opening, there is no way of
determining when and where they will emerge. We thus have no way of
sending the poor devils back to their own time. And we cannot simply
force them back into the portals to be foisted upon another era. Each

“No one will ever find you. There will, perhaps, be an inquiry, but your
disappearance will forever be a mystery.”
“Is that what happened to Hunter? Have you got him locked away in
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one of your cages?”

“No!” said Bocephus.

“Barkley Hunter was an archaeologist and a man of imagination. This
was the ultimate exploration. Once he had discovered our secret, he
was determined to enter the portal. What could be more of an
adventure than to step off into time? Now you must rest. You have
had much to absorb this day. We will talk again in the morning.”

“He cannot make an informed decision if he does not know all that it
would entail,” said Sarah. “That includes the Shriekers.”
“Sarah is right,” said the Abbot. “We have to tell him.”
“We cannot!” said Bocephus.

“I don’t want to talk again in the morning. I want to leave right now.”
“Let us vote,” said the Abbot solemnly.
“I’m afraid that is no longer possible.”
•••
The monks sat around their meeting table in the midst of a heated
discussion.

One by one, each of the monks placed his or her right hand, palm
down, onto the table. Only Bocephus refrained.
“It is decided,” said the Abbot.
•••

“No!” said Bocephus. “We cannot risk the possibility that he might
escape. We have to send him into the portal.”
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Drake sat on his bed. The door opened, and the Abbot entered.
“I trust you slept well.”

had time to assimilate what he has seen, he might well choose to join us.”

“We can’t risk it. We’re not talking about some wandering shepherd here.
This is a reporter for an American newspaper. If we send him into the
portal, he will be unable to harm us, no matter when he emerges. Even if
he should escape from whatever temple he finds himself in, he would be
strange to the era. The asylums of history have no doubt occasionally
held escaped travelers who were considered insane for the tale they
told.”
“It is a difficult thing to be displaced in time,” said the Abbot. “We
must offer Drake a chance.”
Sarah spoke: “There is something else to consider.”
“What is that?” asked the Abbot.
“If he is to be given a chance to become one of us, he will have to be
told about the Shriekers.”

“I don’t know whether I slept at all. Or whether I’m sleeping now, for
that matter. It is becoming difficult to determine the difference between
reality and nightmare.”
“There is one more truth to be revealed to you. You will please come
with me.”
The Abbot and two monks led Drake down the halls to a bolted door.
They stopped. The Abbot nodded to one of the monks who pulled a
heavy key from the folds of his robe and opened the door.
The hall resembled the “zoo” where the prehistoric men and animals
were kept. But the humans in these cages were quite modern. In
manner of dress they might almost be contemporary except their
clothes were tattered and torn. Each cage held only one person, and
each person was obviously insane—shrieking and drooling, babbling
and giggling, and crying and shrieking all over again. Drake was badly
shaken.
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“What’s wrong with them?”
“These are the Shriekers—an anomaly of the portals which is seldom
discussed among us. The Shriekers have been a problem since the first
temple in the dark ages of history. These are the people from 2030 AD”

Bocephus and two other monks proceeded down the long, dark hall. They
reached Drake’s cell and unbolted the door. Drake appeared to be asleep on
the bed, covered with his blanket.
“Mr. Drake, wake up,” said Bocephus. “You will have to come with us... Mr.
Drake? Mr. Drake?”

“What do you mean?
“Every person who has ever arrived from 2030 has been stark raving,
babbling, drooling mad.”

Bocephus reached the bed and drew back the blanket. Drake was not there.
He had set pillows in the form of his body.
“He is gone!” shouted Bocephus. “Sound the alarm!”

“All of them? But why?”
They rushed out of the cell.
“No one knows. We can determine their year of origin by the identification
they carry. But they are unable to tell us what has happened to them.
Travelers who have arrived from periods through 2029 have no knowledge of
any impending disaster, disease, or mayhem that would cause the
phenomenon. But every person who has ever emerged from the year 2030
has been insane.”

A bell began tolling throughout the mission. Bocephus hurried down the hall.
He saw the Abbot come from one of the rooms.
“Drake has escaped!’ he said.
“How did it happen?” asked the Abbot.
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“In all the history of the world, in all the millennia which stretch back to the
dawn of time, no traveler has ever arrived from beyond 2030.”
•••
Drake lay on his bed, his arm over his forehead. He stared blankly at the
ceiling. A key turned in the lock, and the Abbot entered.
“Mr. Drake. I know that what you’ve seen and heard is hard to take. But we
will need a decision soon.”

“I don’t know. We just went into his cell and he was gone.”
“We must find him before he gets too far.”
They rushed down the hall.
•••
Drake’s cell was empty. A few moments passed, then Drake crawled from
under the bed. The monks had left the cell door open. Drake went to the
door, glanced both ways down the hall, and slipped out.

“I would ask you to reconsider. It is a grave fate you are choosing.”

In the courtyard, a group of monks had mounted horses. The Abbot spoke to
them. “Drake must be found at all costs. Under no circumstances can he be
allowed to announce our presence to the world.”

Drake did not answer. The Abbot left the room.

The monks rode swiftly toward the gate.

“I’ll never join this chamber of horrors.”

•••

Drake crouched in the hallway, peeping out the window which looked into the
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courtyard. He watched as the monks rode away.
•••
Many hours passed. The sun began to rise. Weary monks approached the
temple on horseback. The Abbot stood waiting for them.
“There’s no sign of him anywhere,” said Steven. “Not on the mountain, not in
the village. He must have had a confederate waiting for him. We should have
searched the surrounding mountainside when we first captured him.”
“It is too late for recriminations now. It is time to decide what we must do.”
Drake crouched in the storeroom, peering out the window. He watched the
priests enter the main temple. He then quietly rose and slipped through the
dark. He ascended the stairs to the catwalk at the top of the mission wall. He
crept along the catwalk, then climbed up onto the wall and reached out to the
branch of a nearby tree. He swung across.
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Drake hiked through the jungle as swiftly as he could, headed down the hill
toward the village. He kept looking over his shoulder. He worked his way
further down the mountain without detection. He was panting and sweating.
Suddenly, he heard a massive explosion. He turned and looked up the hill.
There were two more explosions which ripped apart the mountain above the
mission. A series of smaller explosions blasted inside the mission itself,
tearing it apart as its resulting rubble was buried under the avalanche of rock
created by the explosions in the side of the mountain.

hair turning grey. He sat behind an ornate, mahogany desk. A bottle of
bourbon rested on the corner of the desk. He held a half empty glass in his
hand. In a chair across from his desk sat an attractive woman in her late
twenties.
“They had sealed the portal,” said Drake, sadly. “I went back and dug among
the rubble, but it was no use. All of those lives, all of those monks, lost because
of me.” He sat silently contemplating. “I like to think they escaped into the
portal before the detonations. A later excavation turned up some ruins of the
temple, but no tunnels and no caves.” He drank. “I told Hunter’s sister that her
brother had perished in an avalanche. I don’t know if she believed me. I’ve
spent the intervening years searching the world for another portal. Africa,
Asia, Europe, North America, South America. Even an expedition to the
Antarctic. The stories I covered along the way won me a Pulitzer Prize. But I
never found another portal. Never.” He looked at her. “You don’t believe a
word of it, do you?”
She smiled. “I believe you’re still the best stringer of words this paper has ever
seen.” She looked at the glass in his hand. “And I believe you’ve been
celebrating a little heavily. But hey, you’re entitled—you just made Managing
Editor.” She rose. “So are you ready to go back down to the party?”
“You go,” he said; he stepped up to the window and looked out. “I’m going to
watch the New Year come in from right here.”
The calendar on his desk read: DECEMBER 31, 2029.
A saxophone began to play “Auld Lang Syne” from a radio in the outer office.

“No!” shouted Drake.
“There are some hard times ahead,” said Drake. “Really hard times.”
Further explosions caused more of the mountainside to avalanche down,
thoroughly burying the rubble of the mission. Drake dropped to his knees as
he watched the destruction and burial of the temple.
“No . . . no. . . .” He began to cry. “You didn’t have to do it, old man. I wouldn’t
have told anyone. I swear I wouldn’t have told!”
•••
Drake sat in the newspaper office late at night. He was much older now; his

The music continued as he stared into the night. ■
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